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I. INTRODUCTION
This thesis is intended for human factors engineers who
seek additional techniques to use in evaluating the adequacy
of new systems. The techniques discussed here are commonly
used in the field of operations research. They are readily
applicable to many human factors problems, but are not
widely known in that discipline. Most of these techniques
result in quantitative answers—numbers or equations which
represent how much money or time will be saved, or how many
errors can be expected, etc., if this particular system or
change is implemented.
Human factors engineers certainly recognize the need for
numerical answers to engineering problems, based on measures
of effectiveness. The design and systems engineers who
oversee major programs are justifiably skeptical of qualita-
tive judgements--especially ones like, "It is my informed
opinion that the operator will make fewer errors if we raise
the widget 2 inches." Since it costs money to change a
design and raise a widget, at least three questions need to
be asked. Kow much does an error cost? By how much will
errors be reduced? In the long run, will it be cost effec-
tive (in money or lives) , if we raise the widget?
Numerical answers may be available, in specific cases,
as a result of directly- applicable experimentation (either
previously carried out or done especially to answer a
current question). Usually, however, they are not. When
empirical data are not available, the human factors engineer
must rely either on intuition or od extrapolation of what is
known, through the use of some model, to make evaluations.
The operations research techniques presented here are
intended to assist in the latter process.
A. BACKGROUND
For some ' time, human factors engineers have been
intrigued by a possible liaison of human factors with opera-
tions research, notes DeGreene [Ref. 1 ]. However, he
continues, human factors and operations research have
largely gone their separate ways. The former perhaps have
made somewhat more use of operations research techniques
than the latter have -incorporated psychological knowledge
from human factors research. Still, much of the mathematics
and many of the concepts used in operations research remain
outside the general knowledge pool of human factors
specialists.
DeGreene describes the gap between the two disciplines
as follows:
Operations research tends to be formal and quanta-
tive, and applied at the subsystem level, or lower, and
toward suboptimizations, in the systems sense, rather
than towards optimizations. To a great extent, there is
an emphasis on theory over applications.
Yet in many ways, operations research represents a
natural extension of the methods long practiced in
psychological and human factors research. In both
cases, problem "fields" and methodologies (e.g.,
sampling, surveying, and simulation) are similar. and
quantitative procedures have a basis in probability
theory.
Operations research tends to require more mathe-
matics than most psychologists ana human factors
specialists possess or need. We know of no texts, arti-
cles, or university courses entitled "Operations
Research Techniques for the Human Factors Specialist".
Such courses would require a respectable understanding
of human behavior, as well as mathematical
manipulations.
DeGreene does acknowledge a number of human factors
problems that actually have utilized operations research
techniques. These include panel layout; work space design;
visual sampling and display design; information system data-
file, data-bank, and data retrieval designs; organizational
data flows; and manpower determinations and allocations.
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However, he notes that a large number of potentially useful
techniques are not widely used. He lists queueing theory,
linear programming, and game theory as especially fruitful
areas for human factors applications.
This study is intended as a slender bridge across the
gap DeGreene has described. It may be useful to operations
researchers who happen to work with man-machine systems.
However, the primary intended audience consists of human
factors engineers. Specific operations research techniques
are identified and described here, then correlated with
human factors-related problems. Thus, human factors engi-
neers may be able to pick up some of these procedures, as
applicable to their individual areas of interest, without
having to study the whole of operations research.
According to Cogan [Ref. 2], good operations research
and good human factors have several points in common. Both
are concerned with how to implement innovations. And both
require a general imagination, elastic feats of the mind,
and adventurousness. Effective work in both fields must be
based on an intimate knowledge of the system being studied.
Discovery, invention, or creativity puts this knowledge in a
new light. A formal epistemological or mathematical review
then provides a firm foundation for inovation.
fihile human factors principles are appliei (or can be
applied) throughout the whole range of human activities, one
of the most promising areas for the melding of that disci-
pline with operations research is in military sy stems. The
enormous expense of these systems, coupled with the severe
consequences of human error, suggest that all applicable
techniques that might result in system improvements should
be utilized. Therefore, military applications are
emphasized in the examples given below.
To aid in understanding the techniques presented here,
it is useful to provide a common thread throughout the
11
explanations and examples. Actually, two "threads" are
used. The first is the employment of a constant format in
describing all of the techniques (as discussed in the next
chapter) . The second is the application of each technique
to the same (or close to the same) scenario or mission. The
Navy's mission area of antiair warfare (AAW) has been
selected for this purpose. Insofar as practical, that
tactical category known as air combat maneuvering
(ACM) — direct air battles between two or more fighter
aircraft—is used to illustrate how the various operations
research techniques may be applied.
B. OBJECTIVES AND PHOCEDUHE
The objectives of this study are:
1. To identify and classify a number of operations
research models and techniques which are applicable
to certain human factors problems.
2. To describe several of these models and techniques in
enough detail to enable the human factors engineer to
determine if they are useful for his or her
particular problems.
3. To illustrate the use of some of these techniques in
a military-related human factors setting.
4. To provide references for additional information on
each listed technique, to enable further study if the
human factors engineer is interested.
In short, this is intended as a "how to" manual, not a
"why so" textbook. Readers who desire or need a theoretical
basis for the techniques discussd here are referred to the
more standard mathematics and operations research texts
cited in each section.
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II. DEFINITIONS
Before beginning discussion of operations research tech-
niques applicable to human factors engineering problems, the
following sections briefly describe what is meant (in this
study) by the following terms:
1. Human factors and human factors engineering
2. Systems engineering, systems analysis, and operations
analysis
3. Operations research
4. Operations research techniques
The procedure used in this study to combine human factors
engineering problems with operations research techniques
also is discussed.
A. HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
Human factors en gineering is the application of informa-
tion about human behavior in the design of equipment, facil-
ities, and environments, in order to meet man-machine system
objectives. It is not synonymous with, but rather is a
subset of, the more general field of human factors. The
latter also includes research into human capabilities and
the enhancement of capabilities through training, as well as
application of research findings to design problems.
Closely related to human factors engineering is the
field of engineering, psych olog y. The difference is in
focus. Human Factors engineering adopts -the perspective of
the engineer, and is concerned with the entire human body
and its performance. Engineering psychology, on the other
hand, adopts the perspective of the psychologist, and so
focuses on the brain, the mind, and behavior.
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According to McCormick and Sanders [ Ref - 3], the primary
focus of the general field of human factors is on human
beings carrying out functions to meet an objective (or, as
Bailey [ Ref . ft] puts it, "Somebody doing something some-
place"—that is, a person converting inputs to specified
outputs, via work activities) . The combination of person,
activity, and surroundings—including equipment needed to
perform the activity— can be considered a man-machin e
system, and thus is amenable to the techniques of systems
analysis.
The approach used in human factors engineering is the
systematic application of relevant information about human
abilities, characteristics, behavior, and motivation, in the
execution of functions or activities as described above. In
other words, engineering techniques and knowledge about the
human being are applied to the man-machine system, to bring
about some desired output from given inputs. In doing so,
as Jones points out [Ref. 5}, the psychologist is well aware
that the man is, at best, statistical in nature (while the
typical systems engineer is only vaguely aware that human
behavior is variable, nonlinear, and time varying).
It is important to note that the human factors engineer
attempts to apply re searc h- based information (as opposed to
logic or common sense) to systems problems, as is emphasized
by Chapanis [Ref. 6]- He notes:
Because psychologists work so intimately with the
tangled skein of relationships which constitute human
behavior, they are not much inclined to trust their
common sense, intuitions, or logical powers of analysis
when it comes to matters of this kind. Most good human
engineers, I find, are always a little uneasy when they
have to make decisions unsupported by empirical find-
ings. To such people, one good experiment is worth a
hundred guesses, because they know how often guesses
turn out to be wrong..-.
As a result, the two kinds of engineers—human and
systems— do not often understand each other. The one is
reluctant to play his hunches, and argues constantly for
empirical evidence; the other is impatient at the long-
haired scientific attitude which demands validation, and
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argues that an "informed guess" is better than none. In
the long run, however, the validity of any model must
face the stern test of empirical validation. In this
respect, the human engineer's scepticism can contribute
to xhe work of the operations analyst.
It also is important to note that knowledge about human
performance is unavailable, to cover every possible situ-
ation and under all conditions. What we know— through human
factors research— is how a typical or anticipated user prob-
ably will perform in some previously-studied situations.
Thus, when a new situation arises (through development
of a new system) we usually have only two ways to "find out"
how well we may expect the man-machine system to do its
intended job. We can perform research and measure perform-
ance under the precise conditions of interest. Or we can
take the closest, best data presently at hand and extend its
usefulness (make predictions) through some form of analys is.
The field of human factors engineering, and the measure-
ment and analysis techniques used by that discipline to
attack various problems, often are divided into established
cate gories . It is useful for our purposes to classify these
categories under the objectives for which they are
intended—objectives which then can be related to the opera-
tions research techniques to be discussed here. These
objectives may be stated as:
1- Describing in divid ual human differences: permanent
differences, such as those that are inherent or due
to experience, or transitory differences, such as
those due to physical or emotional state, motivation,
etc.
2. Describing a man- machine system.
3« Designing (or modifying) a system for optimum
performan ce
.
4. Evaluating human per formance within the system, to
judge whether given criteria are met for such things
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as perceiving inputs, performing mental activities
(mediation) , communicating, and making responses
(motor processes) .
Table 1 illustrates how various "standard" human factors
categories fit within these four general objectives. As
noted, these objectives sometimes have been met by me asuring
attributes or performance, through tests and experiments.
At other times, techniques of prediction have been used, via
analysis and modeling.
Those human factors engineering methods and procedures
listed in Table 1 that have been extensively exploited in
the past are not covered in this study. These include func-
tion, task, timeline, workload, link, and environment anal-
ysis, as well as the design, conduct, and analysis of
experiments and tests. The intent here is t o break new
ground, not to review the entire spectrum of techniques.
Similar human factors objectives often can be met, in some-
what different ways (and sometimes with better results)
,
using the less familiar operations research techniques
discussed below.
B. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND OPEEATIONS ANALYSIS
Analysis, of course, is the separation of a whole into
its component parts. Analysis can be looked upon as a
detailed examination of anything complex, in order to under-
stand the nature and to determine the essential features of
that complex object or concept.
A syste m can be considered an assemblage of constituents
(people, hardware, and software) that interact to fulfill a
common purpose, transcending the individual purposes of the
components [Ref- 7]. Thus a system consists of several
pacts (each with attributes) plus the relationships among
them. Often the inputs to and outputs from this collection
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TABLE 1
HUHAN FACTOBS OBJECTIVES AND CATEGORIES
HUMAN FACTORS OBJECTIVE HUMAN FACTORS CATEGORY
1. Describe Individual










































of objects also are considered part of the system. Since,
as John Muir pointed out, "Everything in the universe seems
to be hitched to everything else," systems (and systems
problems) often are large and complex. Figure 2.1 is a very




Figure 2. 1 Simple Model of a Man- Machine System
SX§£ems engineer ing is the application of scientific and
engineering knowledge to the planning, design, evaluation,
and construction of man-machine systems and system compo-
nents, according to Chapanis [Eef. 8]. The process prima-
rily is concerned with the construction of new hardware and
software systems. Since the knowledge to be applied must
include information about human behavior, human factors
engineering may be considered a subcategory of systems
engineering.
Syst ems ana lysis is the process of taking unmanageably
large problems of system design or control (especially prob-
lems that are ill-defined) and "cutting" them into small
problems— known as suboptimization. Solutions to these
small problems can be sought, then combined in some manner
to yield solutions for the large ones [Ref. 9].
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When does a problem exist? According to Daellenbach and
others [Bef. 10 ], for a problem to exist,
1
.
There must be a decision maker who has a goal to be
achieved.
2. At least two alternativ e courses of action are
available.
3. There must be some doubt about which is the best
course of action.
4. The problem must be treatable within a relevant
environme nt
.
Operations analysis is the term usually applied to anal-
yses of the operation of an existing system (as opposed to
the design or development of a new system) [Ref. 11].
According to Eaiffa [Ref. 12], problems tackled by opera-
tions research are more limited in character than those of
systems analysis, and have better defined structure and
goals. There is no hard and fast demarcation line between
the two, however.
The basic role of operations analysis is to provide
carefully reasoned, technical, and predictive advice to the
system's users, according to DeGreene [Ref. 13]. He lists
as the sequential steps used for all operations analyses:
1. Recognition t hat a pr oblem exists and that the solu-
tion may be amenable to operations analysis
techniques.
2. Definition of that problem in an appropriate form,
including definition of objectives, requirements, and
constraints.
3. Definition of the system itself, beginning with gross
approximations and working toward minute preciseness;
the result should be a conceptual model on which
quantitative analysis may be performed.
** • Definition of performance criteria for the system as
a whole, for the various levels of organization, and
for the combination of its constituents.
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5- Definition of alternative configura tions, and evalua-
tion of trade-offs (using operations research
techniques)
.




Performance of ongoing , iterative engineerin g and
human factor s analyses during system development.
8. Analysis of operational systems, to gather
performance data.
Although operations analysis may have a qualitative
beginning, quantification is required as the system
develops. The ensuing quantative analyses then include:
1 Determination of the functional relationships of
performance parameters, using mathematical models to
describe subsystems and systems.
2. Optimization of the system, using predetermined
criteria.
3. Determination of the variations in system performance
associated with chang es in constraints, external
requirements, etc.
Note that "quantitative" refers to the degree or level
of measurement of some quality or attribute. Thus it
includes ordinal relationships such as "more versus less"
and "better versus worse", in addition to interval and ratio
measurements. It also includes probabilities, as well as
discrete numbers.
C. OPEEATIOBS RESEARCH
According to DeGreene [Ref. 14 ] r operations research is
the application of quantitative, mostly probabilistic tech-
niques (largely at the subsystem level) to the management
and control of specific complex systems. He contrasts this
with systems analysis or operations analysis, which applies
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a similar body of techniques to systems to obtain genera l
(as opposed to system-specific) data—which then can be used
for general predictions of system and human performance
reliability.
As noted in the above section, the techniques developed
under the umbrella of operations research are used during
the process of operations analysis— specifically, during
definition of alternative configurations and evaluation of
trade-offs. Thus, in this sense, operations research can be
considered a subcategory of operations analysis.
Operations research techniques usually are applied to
problems of conducting or coordinating operations or activi-
ties within an organization, according to flillier and
lieberman [Eef. 15 ]• The nature of the organization is
immaterial; breadth of applications is wide. The discipline
is concerned with optimal decision making in, and modeling
of, deterministic and probabilistic systems that originate
from real life.
Not all operations research problems involve systems
engineering or human factors engineering. However, when
predictions about the most efficient operation of a not-yet-
constructed man-machine system are needed, . the knowledge
provided by human factors engineering becomes vital
[Ref. 16].
The approach of operations research basically involves
use of the scientific method. Daellenbach and others
provide five major steps or phases for a successful
operations research project [Ref. 17]. These include:
1
.
Defining and formulating the problem.
2. Constructing a mat hematical model to represent the
operation studied.
3. Deriving a solution to the model.
4
-
Testing the model with empirical or other practical
data, evaluating whether the solution yields
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acceptable values for the measures of effectiveness,
and, if not, making appropriate changes or
refinements.
5- Implementing, maintai ning , and usin g the solution for
predictions
The above steps assume that the problem is well-
structured, a condition necessary if we are to approach it
with the usual operations research procedures. Daellenbach
and others [Bef. 18] list six characteristics of a
well-structured problem:
1. Any knowledge relevant to the problem can be
represented in an acceptable model.
2. An acceptable model will encompass all feasibl e
solution s
.
3. Definite cri teria are available for judging the
feasibility and optimality of any solution.
4. A programmable metho d (that is, one which can be laid
out in logical steps) exists for finding the optimal
solution.
5. The solution method does not require more computatio n
than is economically practical.
6. All information required by the acceptable model is
available or can be obtained economically.
Wagner [fief. 19] notes that the distinguishing
characterist ics of operations research include the
following:
1 • k primary focus on decision makincj: the analysis
must have direct and unambiguous implications for
action.
2 . An appraisal resting on cr it er ia of economic e ffec-
tivenes s: a recommended solution must take into
account the cost and return tradeoffs, based on some
measure of effectiveness, so that a balance has been
struck.
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3- Relianc e on a formal mathematical model: data manip-
ulation procedures should be so explicit that they
can be described to another analyst, who could then
derive the same results.
4. Dependence on an electroni c computer: this charac-
teristic is not necessarily desirable, but is a
reflection of the complexity and size of most prob-
lems tackled under the banner of operations research.
The concept of measure of effectiveness (HOE) deserves
elaboration. Under the "systems point of view", final
criteria of overall system performance are used to evaluate
individual design decisions [Eef. 20]. The measure of
performance or effectiveness used most often in operations
research is cost in dollars.
Some operations research techniques are intended for
problems where only a single objective (e.g., cost) is to be
met, and only one measure of effectiveness is used. Other
techniques can handle several objectives at once. Still
others are used within a framework of continuous (rather
than discrete) variables and objectives.
A conflict between operations research and human factors
engineering must be considered here. For the human factors
engineer, measures of effectiveness usually are based on
some human performance outcome, described by one or more
observable attributes (such as speed or accuracy) , that is
associated with each of the operator's alternative courses
of action. These attributes are used to measure how effec-
tively each outcome will meet the decision maker's objec-
tives. Pre-set criteria or standards must be available in
order to measure the "goodness" of each outcome (for
example, a criterion that data will be entered on a keypad
with an error rate of five or fewer incorrect entries per
100 keystrokes) .
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The problem, as Chapanis points out [ Ref. 21], is that
most human factors research is carried out under carefully-
controlled, generalizable conditions so that results will be
widely applicable. This creates an extremely serious short-
coming in most human factors data: since they were not
obtained under realistic conditions (which are not so gener-
alizable) , they cannot be entered directly into the opera-
tions researcher's cost equations. It does little good to
set a measure of effectiveness of error rate unless we know
how much an error costs—in dollars, lives, time, etc.
Chapanis recommends that, whenever human factors results
are to be used in operations research models, these results
be expressed in systems-relevant measures. These include
measures such as a pilot's delay-time expressed in the
amount of fuel consumed by the aircraft during the delay,
and pilot error rates expressed as the probability of
mid-air collision as a function of these errors.
D. OPERATIOHS RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
An operation s research technigu e can be considered to be
a • verbal, physical, or mathematical procedure (usually
mathematical) , defining or performed on a model, that either
1. elucidates a specific question about a system,
condition, or event (using a descriptive model) ; or
2. that gives a quantitative answer to such a question
(using either a descriptive or prescriptive model)
.
The basic categories of models (descriptive, prescrip-
tive, etc.) and the relationships between models and
techniques are discussed further in Chapter V.
Table 2 lists a number of operations research models and
techniques, applicable to human factors engineering prob-
lems, which are discussed in this study. These have been
categorized under three "purposes":
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TABLE 2
OPERATIONS RESEARCH MODELS AND TECHNIQUES
PURPOSE MODEL TECHNIQUE




























3 Making Choices and Dec isions
Decision theory models, decision analysis
Signal detection theory models
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1.
Describ ing systems, and descri ption- base d
predict ions. These techniques involve finding or
developing some mathematical formulation that repre-
sents existing knowledge about the system well enough
so it can be extrapolated to predict the performance
which is expected under somewhat different condi-
tions. These describing functions are divided here
into deterministic, stochastic, and simulation
models—to make it easier to see differences and
relationships. Meanings of these terms are discussed
in Chapter V or in the introduction to Chapter VI
(and also in the Glossary)
.
2. Maximizing, mini mizing, and meeting constraints .
These techniques find ways to satisfy a number of
criteria simultaneously (or sometimes serially)
,
within bounds set by nature or human organizations,
to obtain the best possible solution to a problem.
Linear and nonlinear programming, network, and
distribution models are included in this category.
3. Makin g choices and decisi ons. Given a list of alter-
natives, these techniques are used to perform anal-
yses and evaluations in order to determine which
alternative will best meet some given criterion or
aspiration level. This category includes techniques
derived from decision theory and from signal
detection theory.
Any scheme for separating models into some set of
categories is of course based on someone's judgement. It is
also pointless, unless there is some value to be gained by
this categorization. The value here lies in the fact that
models and techniques must be used, must have a purpose.
Otherwise, they are merely intellectual exercises. The
purposes or categories used here suggest what the models
included in this study are good for. They should aid the
26
human factors engineer as he screens the various techniques
to see which (if any) are applicable to whatever questions
he needs answered.
Other scientific disciplines will be required for imple-
menting such techniques
—
primarily those of mathematics.
Therefore, we will define a mathematical tool as a procedure
which does not, in and of itself, answer a specific ques-
tion, but which is necessary in order to use an operations
research technique. That is, it can be considered an
instrument, or a means to an end.
Table 3 lists some of the most common mathematical tools
used with operations research techniques. Several of these
already are an integral part of the psychologist's or human
factors engineer's bag of tools (probability, statistics,
experimental design, etc.) . These tools for measuring and
estimating, for making decisions about hypotheses, and for
planning are equally important for many operations research
techniques.
Others of these mathematical tools may not be so
familiar. It is important to note that not all of these
tools are necessary for any single operations research tech-
nique. As each technique is discussed, we will note which
specific tools are needed, so the user can determine whether
he already has the requisite skills or whether he can obtain
them easily enough to make the technique practical for his
use.
E. COMBINING HOHAH FACTORS AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH
The basic procedure used in this study is to identify
and describe specific operations research models and their
accompanying techniques, and to apply some of these models
to given human factors-related problems. Table 4 illus-
trates the format which is used throughout the report. For
each model or technique, the following are provided:
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TABLE 3
MATHEMATICAL TOOLS FOR OPERATIONS RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
Arithmetic
Algebra, simple

















1. The kinds of guestions or problems for which it is
especially useful—that is, what it is good for.
2. The kinds of mathematical skills requirad for proper
use.
3. In general, the kinds of human factors engineering
applications we see as particularly appropriate.
4. Examples of the use of the model for human factors-
related problems, as reported in the literature
(where available) .




DESCRIPTIOH OF OPERATIOHS BESEARCH MODEL/TECHNIQUE
OPERATIONS RESEARCH MODEL/TECHNIQUE:
1. PURPOSE OF MODEL/TECHNIQUE:
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS REQUIRED OR USEFUL:








f) Other calculations that may be made:





6. USED IN LITERATURE:
7. REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
*For selected models only
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For several of these techniques (primarily those that are
among the most important for the operations research field),
additional elaboration on the model or technique is
provided:
6. The assumptions underlying the use of this model or
technique.
7. What its strengths and weaknesses are.
8. General procedures for using the technique.
9. A worked- out example of application of this technique
to a human factors problem.
Descriptions necessarily are brief; no attempt is made
to be mathematically rigorous or to cover all of the rich
complexity of many of these techniques. Such a compendium
would require many volumes. It also would defeat the
purpose of this study, which is to familarize human factors
engineers with a set of practical tools, and help them
decide which of these tools may be applicable to their
special problems.
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III. NAVY MISSIONS: AIB COMBAT HANEOOiING
The U.S. Navy is tasked with a number of critical
missions, all related in some way to defense of our forces

















For simplicity and consistency, a single mission area,
that of antiair warfare, has been selected here for illus-
tration of how operations research techniques may be applied
to a variety of human factors engineering problems. Within
that broad area fall both surface-to-air and air-to-air
combat. The latter of these will be given primary emphasis
in this study.
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Air-to-air combat most often is referred to as "air
combat maneuvering" or ACM. It involves in- air battles
between two or more adversary aircraft- The three-
dimensional nature of such battles in space makes them espe-
cially rich material for modeling. Navy fighter aircraft
carry either a single pilot or a pilot and a weapons system
officer (often called a radar officer (EO) or a radar inter-
cept officer (RIO)) . Depending on the type of plane,
on-board sensors include various radars, infrared systems,
television systems, and laser detectors (plus occassionally
rifle scopes purchased at a local sporting goods store) .
Electronic count ermeasures also can add complexity to sample
scenarios, as can various rules of engagement (such as a
requirement for visual identification of the adversary
before missile engagement).
The Navy's fighter aircraft include the F-4 Phantom,
F-14 Tomcat, and F- 18 Hornet. The first two are two-seat
and the third a single-seat aircraft. U.S. Navy air-to-air
weapons consist of:
1. Aircraft guns, for' close-in engagements (often called
dogfights)
2. Sidewinder (AIM-9) heat-seeking missiles, for
short-range engagements
3. Sparrow (AIM-7) radar-guided missiles, for short- and
intermediate-range engagements
4. Phoenix (AIM-54) radar-guided missiles, for long-
range engagement of enemy aircraft (F-14 aircraft
only)
For this study, data, procedures, and tactics from
various ACM-related activities will be used in modeling,
analysing, and making decisions about this type of mission,
using a variety of operations research techniques.
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17- LITERATURE SEARCH
A major attempt was made to review existing literature
involving some aspect of the combination of human factors
and operations research. Some 1500 citations ware obtained,
using keywords related to both of those two disciplines.
Review of abstracts of these publications revealed a signif-
icant point: authors and abstractors use extremely broad
definitions of these two fields. Numerous citations
involved neither of the two, as they are defined for this
study.
An early review, conducted by Raben in 1960 £Ref. 22],
apparently yielded a similar result. She reviewed 1000
references, and included approximately 500 of these in her




Moving scientific research into the everyday world of
business, government, and industry.
2. Providing decision makers with an efficient basis for
making decisions regarding the operations under their
control.
3. Going after the immediate problems in complex
organizations.
Operations research was still a young field at that time
(the original text on the subject, Morse and Kimball's
Mthods of Operations Research, was only 10 years old) .
Basically, four operations research techniques are included
in Raben's study:
1. Communicaton and information theory
2. Game or decision theory (which includes a very brief
reference to linear programming)
3. Computers and simulations
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4. Queueing theory (including work measurement
techniques)
For choosing an operations research technique, Raben
quotes Hoag [Hef. 23] as proposing that one examine the
problem at hand and ask:
1
.
What are the relevant alternatives?
2. What test of preferences should be applied in
choosing among alternatives?
3- How do we go about the process of weighing objectives
against costs?
Of the 500 reports cited by Raben, less than 20 appear
to meet our present criteria of human factors engineering
and operations research in combination. The rest are about
evenly divided between relatively "pure" psychology or human
factors books, reports, or studies (i.e., E.J. Mccormick's
Huian Engineer ing) , and relatively "pure" mathematics or
operations research books, reports, or studies (i.e., R.L.
Ackoff's Principles of Operations Research).
For this present study, citations were obtained from the
Defense Technical Information Center (OTIC) , and the DIALOG
Information Services PSYCINFO database, along with the Naval
Postgraduate School thesis and reports database retrieval
system. In addition, a collection of about 500 citations of
operations research/human factors reports, compiled by
students for human factors courses in the Operations
Research Department, were reviewed for applicability to this
project.
Of these varied citations, 55 definitely pertain to both
operations research and human factors, and are listed in
this thesis either in the list of references or under the
technique or model to which they apply. An additional 234
citations have some applicability; the most pertinent of
these are included here. Another 159 were noted and
reviewed, to some extent, but were found of little interest
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for this study. All-in-all, more than 450 reports were
reviewed, either in the form of the original publications or
from an abstract.
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7. HODELS AND MODELING
Before beginning discussion of some of the specific
types of models used in operations research, it is useful to
consider the topic of models in general. What is a model?
How do we develop or select an appropriate model? And what
do we do with a model, after we have one?
A- THE NATURE OF HODELS
Model building is considered by Wagner (and many others)
to be the essence of operations research [Ref. 24]. By
formulating, manipulating, and analysing moiels, it is
possible
1 . to put the complexities and uncertainties attending a
decision- making problem into a logical fram ework
amenable to comprehensive analysis,
2. to clarify decision alternatives and their
anticipated effects,
3. to indicate the data that are rele vant for analysing
the alternatives, and
4. to lead to informative conclusions.
In short, the model is a vehicle for arriving at a
well-structured view of reality.
Even more important, the model is what is used with
operations research techniques. These procedures are not
intended for operations on real-world objects, but rather on
some abstraction of reality--on some representation (shadowy
or concrete) of such objects.
But what is a model? According to Kantowitz and Sorkin
[Ref. 25], models are abstract representations of systems or
subsystems. Models attempt to describe, explain, predict,
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or control the behavior of whatever they represent. Models
can be verbal, physical, mathematical, or a combination of
these. Examples include:
1« Verbal/sy mb olic: a description in words and geome-
tric symbols, such as a sequential flow diagram (as
in Figure 2.1) or an operational sequence diagram.
2« Physical: a model airplane in a wind tunnel, or a
set of electronic components wired together to
represent a tornado— or even a military exercise.
3. Mathematical: almost any function, equation, or
inequality: e=mc 2 is a model of the energy-mass
relationship; speed < 55 mph is a model representing
a standard constraint placed on highway travel;
computer simulations usually are based on math
models.
Eouse likens a model to an analogy [fief. 26]. One of
the most powerful problem solving methods in science, this
involves viewing a new problem as if it were an old problem
for which one may know the answer, or at lsast possess
considerable insight. The set of analysis tools already
proven for the old problem then is available for attacking
the new one.
Continuing in this vein, Rouse suggests nine analogies
of human behavior he considers useful in the modeling
process [Ref. 27]. These are:
1- Electrochemical network : treating the human as a
simple net of neurons which interact according to
-basic physical laws.
2- Information p rocessor : using models normally used
for storage and retrieval of symbols, or during
employment of information theory (as in a
communications channel)
.
3. Pat tern r ecognize r: use of product inspection and
process monitoring modeling techniques.
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** • Ideal observer; models used in estimation theory or
in signal detection theory.
5. Servomechanism: vehicle control, tracking, and
process control analogies and models.
6. Time-shared c omputer: resource allocation models.
7. Logical problem solver : use of set theory opera-
tions, including logical implications and procedures.
8. Planner : rule-based (or production) systems and
models, or time/frequency domain series models.
9. Reflect or-day dreamer : the upper limit on modeling
the human, requiring techniques that are not fully
established.
These individual analogies or simple models may be
combined into what Eouse calls composite analogies: struc-
tures or frameworks integrating two or more of the basic
analogies into a cohesive, purposeful entity. Such a
structure then may be used to describe behavior.
ffhen an analogy within a particular area of research
gathers a sufficient number of adherents, it is often termed
a paradigm . Rouse awards paradigm status, to the analogy of
the human as a servomechanism—an error-nulling or
self-correcting device.
TThat characterizes a good model? According to
Daellenbach and others [Ref. 28], there are five important
qualities:
1 • Simplicity. Only those aspects of the system that
have significant effects on performance should be
included.
2. Rob ustness. It should be difficult to cause the
model to give bad answers, particularly answers that
are outside the previous range of experience.
3. Ease of manipulat ion and use. Extensive training or
experience should not be required.
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4. Adaptability. It should be easy to change input
parameters and obtain updated solutions.
5. Completenes s. All important aspects o£ the system
should be included in the model.
6. Ease of communication. The user should be able to
change inputs easily and obtain answers quickly.
There are a number of ways models can be classified into
categories. Two of the most useful divide them into either
deterministic or probabilistic classes, and into either
descriptive or prescriptive classes.
In brief, a deterministic or mechanistic model considers
nature to be a fully predictable machine, and implies that
one will use it "to find out exactly". This is known as
decision making under certainty. Such a model yields a
number (or a sequence of numbers) as its end product--with
certainty. For example, given a specific input, the output
will be a number or range of values (dollars, kilograms,
etc.) which will result from a given manufacturing process,
under controlled conditions.
A probabilistic model deals with problems of decision
making under uncertainty or risk, typically assuming that
the probabilities of the alternative states of nature are
known. A stochastic model is a probabilistic model which
has time as one of its factors. These types of models work
with a collection of assumed possible outcomes, and usually
yield a probability or set of probabilities for these
outcomes as its end product, according to Larson [Ref. 29].
Weather forecasting models are probabilistic. So are many
other forcasting models, which provide the likehood of some
occurrence, based on a given set of conditions.
A descriptive model is just what it sounds like: it
attempts to describe the system being modeled. This
description then can be used for prediction or decision
making, if desired. Most stochastic models ara descriptive
in nature.
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A prescriptive model prescribes what action should be
taken with a system to obtain a desired outcome. .Linear and
nonlinear programming models are examples of prescriptive
models. Given a set of variables, X, under our control, and
a set of variable outcomes, Y, not under our control except
that they depend on X, then our criterion function or objec-
tive function is f (x,y), a function of both of these vari-
ables. This criterion function often is used used in
setting up a measure of effectiveness (10E) . The possible
values of X result in various values for Y and for the func-
tion f—some "better" or more effective than others, for the
system of interest. The goal is to select a value of X
which will yield a solution that is "good enough" (or, to
use the decision theory term, is "satisficing")
.
Bouse suggests that models can serve four purpose s
[Hef. 30]. These include:
1. Providing insigh t into the system and its interrela-
tionships, for which the modeling process in and of
itself is beneficial (regardless of the ability to
make further use of the model)
.
2. Giving succinct representations and exp lanations of
data, allowing clearer comparisons among tasks and
experiments.
3. Assisting in design of experiments, after an approxi-
mate model suggests what parameters may affect
performance most strongly.
4. Yielding qua ntitative predictions about the system
that was modeled.
Souse also makes a distinction between human-system
behavior models and perfor mance models [fief. 31]. The
former are more general and more difficult to develop, since
a variety of patterns of behavior might result in the same
performance. For many engineering applications, performance
predictions are all that are necessary. While the
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"stronger" behavioral models more completely describe the
human as the task of interest is performed, they also may
result in such generality that the engineer cannot use their
answers.
Models may be s pecial purpose (peculiar to a specific
problem) or general purpose (adaptable to any system which
satisfies the underlying assumptions). Although general
purpose models are sometimes simply referred to as tech-
niques [Bef. 32 ], for purposes of this study, the two terms
will be kept separate. Here, the model will be used to
represent the system, while the technique will be used to
shed light on the system or to answer questions about the
system, via operations performed on the model.
Many problems may be solved through the use of several
techniques (perhaps using several different models) , each
offering certain advantages. In order to choose the tech-
nique that best fits the problem at hand, it is necessary to
be familiar with the features of each which make it espe-
cially useful under various conditions. We will attempt, in
this' study, to point out these features.
As a final point here, the limitations of models and of
their corresponding techniques must be considered [Ref. 33].
The ability to develop practical, useful models of
human-machine interaction is limited by:
1 . Measurement and comp utational diff iculties, since
many human processes cannot be directly observed, and
no two individuals may perform alike.
2- The fact that the human often behaves in a non-
optimal manner, settling for "good enough "--a very
difficult situation to model. This may be a function
of the artificiality of the laboratory environment.
It also may be due to the limitations of working
(short term) memory and the division of atte.ntion--
for example, conservatism in decision making is
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nonoptimal, yet is consistent with known human
limitations.
3- Criticality of the environment in which a task is to
be performed, making it difficult to generalize from
one set of data to another.
4. The virtual impossibility of modeling the totality of
human behavior , including the above-mentioned
reflecting and daydreaming activities.
5 . The difficulty of trul_y_ understanding most models by
anyone other than the model's developer.
B. THE PEOCESS OF MODELING
Sinclair and Drury suggest four questions to ask before
beginning any modeling process [Eef. 34].
1. Is mathematical modeling likely to be ap plicable and
use ful? Two areas representing safe ground for
modeling are:
a) Where it is reasonable to assume the man in the
system is acting as a "logical machine".
b) Where physiological or biodynamic processes of the
human body are being modeled, with no "willful"
control by the operator.
2. At what level are you working? The man-machine system
as a whole can be modeled, or only individual compo-
nents within a single man-machine system can be
considered.
3. Which is the limiting subsystem? Is it the man's
anatomy and physiology, his perceptual capability, or
his decision making ability? Choosing the limiting
subsystem will to a large extent force the selection
of the type of model needed.
4. Does an appropriate model already exist? The authors
include a fairly comprehensive list of models (14 in
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all) which have been successfully used in human
factors work. These are categorized as biomechanics ,
mar.-in-loop , decisi on theory/ visual searc h , and
metabolic. Only if there is no satisfactory existing
model should one consider building a new one "from
scratch".
Olkin [Hef. 35] considers models to be abstract and
simplified descriptions of given phenomena. To build a
model, certain basic aspects of the phenomenon are isolated
as being of primary interest. An analogy is drawn between
these aspects and some logical structure—concerning which
we already have detailed information (see Figure 5. 1) .








ENON 1 / .
New Insight Nev Ideas and
Explanations
i
Figure 5.1 modeling Process, as Described by Olkin
A model need not be complex or completely precise to be
useful. Criteria for choosing a model are practical, not
metaphysical, Olkin emphasizes. Does the model provide a
simple, yet comprehensive explanation of the known phenom-
enon? At the same time, does it have strong potentiality
for providing insight into the natural world? If so, it
warrants consideration.
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To be of use, a model must be elaborate enough to repre-
sent reality, but also sufficiently simple to remain trac-
table, Daellenbach and others emphasize [Ref- 36]-
Simplicity in a model can be achieved only by making suit-
able ap proximati ons . These authors list six useful ways to
do so
:
1 • Omitting variabl es. To determine whether a variable
has a significant effect on the measure of effective-
ness, statistical tests and techniques such as corre-
lation, regression analysis, and analysis of variance
and covariance are used. Variables which contribute
only insignificantly to description of the system
should be removed.
2- Aggregating v ariables. Activities and items which
are similar can be lumped into a single variable, as
can those which individually have low values.
3. Changing the nature of variables . Sometimes vari-
ables may be treated as constants, for simplicity's
sake—such as when an average value is substituted
for a random variable, or when conducting a para-
metric analysis. Discrete variables may be treated
as continuous, and vice versa, when it is useful.
**- Approxima ting the relationship between vari a bles .
Linear and quadratic functional relationships are
easier to deal with than are cubic or other nonlinear
functions, and the simpler relationship may be
entirely adequate for modeling purposes.
5. Omitt ing constrain ts. Limitations which make
modeling difficult may be ignored, initially. If the
solution is found to violate one or more of these
constraints, they subsequently may be introduced.
6. Disaggregating the e ntity modeled. One single model
that covers the entire system may be highly complex
and difficult to find a solution for; such a problem
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may be broken into smaller and partially
self-contained submodels, as an approximation.
There is no "recipe" for making models, notes Morris
£Ref. 37]. The teaching of modeling is not the same as the
teaching of models, he states. Modeling tends to be an
intuitive or artistic skill, largely the result of imitation
and practice. Facility in modeling appears to be associated
with a feeling of being at ease with mathematics, an appre-
ciation of the various purposes models may serve, and
familiarity with the characteristics of models.
Morris provides seven suggestions for the novice
model-builder
:
1 . Factor the system problem into simpler problems ,
which can be modeled individually, then recombined
into a system model.
2 . Establish a clear st atement of t he deductive o bjec-
tives: the purpose of the model and what the results
are to be used for.
3. Seek analogies between the problem at hand and some
previously well-developed logical structure; is the
problem one in linear programming, in queueing, or in
inventory?
4 . Consi der a specific numer ical instance of the
problem; retreating from generality and complexity
helps to make clear the assumptions which charac-
terize the example, and frequently allows "solution"
by inspection.
5. Establish some sym bols : write down in symbolic terms
(letters and numbers and arithmetic operator charac-
ters) some of the obvious things which can be seen in
the numerical example.
6. Write down th e obvious: conservation laws, input-
output relations, ideas expressed in the assumptions,
or the consequences of trivally simple policies.
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7. If a tractable model is obtained, enrich it.
Otherwise, simplify.
Given the model, regardless of its type or degree of
complexity, it now should be possible to apply various oper-
ations research techniques in order to answer some of the
questions of interest (or at least to understand the
problems better) .
C. FINDING AND EVALUATING SOLUTIONS
Having settled upon an appropriate model for a given
human factors engineering problem, the next step is to find
a solution. Operations researchers speak of solving the
model or of finding its solution. Specific ways of finding
solutions using the operations research techniques covered
in this study are included in each technique's section.
However, the more generalized concept of finding optimal or
acceptable solutions should be discussed first.
The desired solution sometimes may be discovered simply
by breaking a problem down into its component parts, laying
these out in some logical pattern, and inspecting them
closely. This is solution by. analysis.
More often, numeric methods are required. The most
powerful numeric methods are based on an algorithm
£Ref. 38]. An algorithm may be defined as a set of logical
and mathematical operations performed in a specific
sequence. Sometimes this is done by hand
—
paper and pencil
and a hand calculator. More often (in operations research,
at least) a computer is used.
To use an algorithm, usually an "initial solution" is
needed. This may be obtained by some arithmetic or logical
technique, or simply by guessing, based on whatever data are
available about the system of interest. The algorithm is
applied to the initial solution, in order to derive a new
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(and, ideally, better) solution. The sequence of operations
leading to the new solution is called an iterat ion. The new
solution is substituted as the starting point, and the
process repeated. This continues until certain conditions
(called stopping rul es) are satisfied. At this point, the
optimal solution has been reached with the desired degree of
accuracy—or else no feasible and bounded solution exists,
as the problem is presently set up.




Each successive solution must be an improvement over
the preceding one.
2. Successive solutions must converge to the optimum
solution.
3. Convergence must occur in a finite number of
iterations.
4. The computational requirements of each iteration must
be sufficiently small to remain economically
feasible.
Given a possible solution, sensitivity analysis usually
is performed on it. How the optimal solution would change
if input data are changed {as they might change in the real
world) is systematically evaluated. This is especially
useful in determining just how accurate the input data for
the model must be. It also establishes the range within
which input values may vary, given this model, and still
result in a near-optimum solution. And if some of the vari-
ables represent resources which are scarce, sensitivity
analysis enables one to place a value on. thsse resources
[fief. 39].
Before any solution is implemented into a real-world
system, it must be validated or tested. This is necessary
to determine that the solution will remain feasible when
introduced into the actual (versus the model) situation, and
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that the benefits will be sufficient to warrant the required
changes.
Cross validation usually is done by checking the
proposed solution with new data (not that used to derive the
model and optimal solution). These data values must be
representative of future behavior of the system, and the
testing should be extensive enough to allow for evaluation
of the variability of the outcomes with time.
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VI. MODELS FOR DESCRIBING AND PREDICTIHG
A vastly heterogeneous set of mathematical procedures is
included in this chapter. They are linked together by their
common purpose: describing some system in mathematical
terms, so that predictions may be made about the system.
Under some conditions, each technique provides more
predictive ability than could be obtained simply by using
the average value of past performance as a predictor of
future perfromance. This is a good criterion for a useful
model [Ref. 40].
Researchers collect varying kinds of data, in a variety
of ways, depending on the situation of interest. According
to Nie and others [Ref. 41], the most common situation is
one in which only a relatively small number of variables are
to be analysed. For any one piece of analysis, it usually
is possible to arrive at one dependent variable that is to
be explained and at a limited number of other variables with
which to explain it. Multiple regression is the procedure
of choice in such an instance.
As the number of variables in the data set becomes
larger, multiple regression becomes an unwieldy technique.
Some form of data reduction is needed in order to make sense
of it all. Factor analysis is the most common technique
used for this purpose, combining several variables together
to yield a single new variable (representing some larger
concept) .
Closely related to the above two techniques is that of
discriminant analysis. This is the technique of preference
if we desire to separate two or more groups of individuals
on the basis of some discriminating factor. As with the
above two (and also the following two) , this technique
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relies on a deterministic model, and requires that the meas-
urement level of the variables be at least interval in
nature, that relationships be linear, and that data values
be known constants.
A fourth related technique is canonica l correlation. To
use this procedure, the experimenter divides his variables
into two sets, each of which can be given theoretical
meaning as a set (such as a behavioral set and an attitu-
dinal set) . Then a linear combination is derived from each
set in such a way that the correlatiuon between the two
linear combinations is maximized. The goal is to account
for a maximum amount of relationship between two sets of
variables (rather than accounting for the maximum total
variance). A redundancy index is used for this purpose.
Multidimensi onal scalin g is the fifth technique covered
here. This procedure is intended for analysis of opinions
about proximity from populations of interest, rather than
for analysing and modeling experimental data. The end
result is a graphical representation which describes a
system and perhaps may be used in making predictions.
Control mod els are already in wide use in human factors
analysis, at least in theoretical descriptions of the human
as a controller. Thus these are touched on only briefly
here. Time series models also are described only briefly
here. They require computer packages to be of use
(Box-Jenkins in SPSS, for example), and are best understood
in the context of the particular computer and software that
are available.
The next three techniques fall in the category of
stochastic models. Markov chains, Poisson processes, and
queueing processes are important general operations research
models. Two of the three are discussed in depth, so that
human factors engineers may observe the usefulness of such
procedures for their own modeling problems.
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Reliabilit y m odels also usually are stochastic in
nature, since they rely heavily on various probability
distributions to predict failure rates. Little used by
human factors engineers, they deserve consideration where
human errors are an important consideration (and the avail-
able data suggests that a known distribution is an adequate
approximation for error rate)
-
The final modeling technique covered in this chapter
falls in the broad category known as simulation mo dels .
These versatile models can be either deterministic or
stochastic. They are growing in popularity with human
factors personnel, and are discussed here in depth.
A. REGRESSION ANALYSIS
1- IHi^OSE OF MODEL/TECHNIQUE: Determining the mathe-
matical relationship between a dependent or criterion
variable and one or more independent or predictor
variables, in order to describe that relationship and
to make predictions based on whatever data values are
available.
For example, the researcher may wish to predict the
effect of age and of IQ (independent variables) on
ability to operate a new tactical computer system.
The criterion is the time required to solve a stan-
dard problem using that computer. One hundred
subjects of known ages and IQs are tested on that
problem, and their times for solution recorded.
Multiple regression techniques then are used to
develop an equation of the form:
Y = A + BX(1) CX(2)
,
where Y represents the estimated or predicted time
value that will result from this equation. A is the
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T-axis intercept, B is the regression coefficient
related to age, X(1), and C is the regression coeffi-
cient related to IQ, X (2) . Once A, B, and C have
been determined from the collected data through
multiple regression techniques, various values of age
and IQ may be substituted for X (1) and X (2) in the
equation, to come up with predicted time values, Y.




d) Graphs and plots
e) Computer packages
3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual differences, in terms of
expected responses or characteristics resulting
from given inputs or from other personal
characteristics.
b) Describing systems, when a functional relationship
is desired between one or more independent vari-
ables and some other variable which presumably is
dependent on these.
c) Designing systems, when predictions or inferences
are needed in order to determine whether a system
with certain given characteristics will result in
desired (or necessary) human performance.
d) Evaluating human performance, where performance
can be measured in numerical terms and seems to be
a direct result of certain conditions (which also
can be measured numerically) imposed on or
inherent in the human population of interest.
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USED IN LITERATURE; It should be noted that the
following list contains only a very small sample of
the use of regression analysis for human factors
research. This technique, which is an important one
in operations research, has long been a mainstay of
psychology, also.
a) Bateman, R.P. "An Heuristic Approach to Work
Analysis", Procee dings of the 23rd Annual Meeting
of the Human Factors society, Boston," WK. ~iy 79
,
pp. "354=5577
Regression analysis is used to develop an equa-
tion showing the relationship of tracking perform-
ance to certain variables associated with
multifunction keyboards.
b) Chawla, S. , and others. "Human Factors
Considerations for a Combined Brake-Accelerator
Pedal". Ergonomics , Vol. 14, No. 2, 1971, pp.
279-29 2.—^
Linear regression is used to relate accelerator
and brake reaction time with various pedal
designs.
c) Kvalseth, T.O. "A Generalized Model of Temporal
Motor Control Subject to Movement Constraints",
Ergonomi cs, Vol 20, No. 1, 1977, pp. 4 1-50.TifsT and second order linear regression models
are formulated which relate mean arm movement time
to Fitts's index of difficulty variable and to a
lateral movement constraint variable, for a number
of kinds of constraints.
d) Wardle, M.G. "A Psychophysical Approach to
Estimating Endurance in Performing Physically
Demanding Work", Human Factors, Vol. 20, No. 6,
1977, pp. 745-7477
Regression equations are developed which
provide point estimates of the maximum working
time to be expected at various levels of strenuous
workloads.
e) Williges, B..C, and Williges, B.H. "Modeling the
Human Operator in Computer-Based Data Entry,"
Human Factors, Vol. 24, No. 3, 1982, pp. 285-299.
Human-computer interfaces were evaluated via
operator satisfaction ratings, work-sampling tech-
niques, and imbedded performance measurement.
Polynomial regression analysis was used to
generate functional relationships among these four
metrics and four independent variables repre-
senting system delay, display rate, keyboard echo
rate, and keyboard buffer rate.
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REFEEENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Larson, H.J. Introduction to Probability Theory
and S tatis tical Inf ere nce, TKircT" Edition. lew
York"-JoEn wi±ey and~5~ons7 198 2.
Provides theoretical and mathematical founda-
tions for regression, for the mathematically
inclined.
b) Mendenhall, William, Scheaffer, R.I., and
Wackerly, D.D. Mathematical Statistics With
Applications, Second Edition. ~ Boston: ^JuxSury
Press; T9STT
Clearly written, and nicely laid out for refer-
ence. Heavy reliance on matrix algsbra. Again,
for the mathematically sophisticated.
c) Nie, N.H., and others. SPSS: Statistical Packag e
for the Social Sciences, Second "Edition . "New
York: -HcGraw HT11 Book Company, 1975.
An excellent introduction to the tachnigue, as
well as to the SPSS software programs to perform
it. Note that the later SPS5-X Manual does not
have the useful introductory information.
d) Wright, R.L.D. Under st an ding Stat istics : An
Informal introduction Tor EEe Behavioral Sciences .
Hew York : Harcourf"Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1976.
Easy, non-threatening introduction to the
subject of regression and to statistics in
general. Only simple linear regression is
included.
e) Wonnacott, T. H. , and Wonnacott, R.J. Introductory
Statistics, Third Edition. New York: - John "Wiley
and*~'Sons,~l977.
An excellent introduction to statistics in
general, and to regression in particular, for
those with limited mathematical experience.
Simple and multiple linear regression and nonli-
near regression are discussed.
f) Younger, M.S. Handbook for Linear Reg ression .
North Scituate, Mass.: Duxbury Press, 1T79.
Clear, complete, and easy to read text and
reference book. Includes the use of computer
programs for regression, such as BMD, SPSS, and
SAS.
B. FACTOR ANALYSIS
1. PURPOSE OF MO DEL/T EC H HI QU E : Obtaining a parsimonious
description of observed data. This is done by
reducing an apparently large number of variables
(many of which are correlated with others) to a
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smaller number of source variables representing the
same concepts, but under broader categories.
For example, perhaps empirical data values have been
obtained for a number of children on their age,
height, weight, reading ability, and grade in school.
Age, height, and weight are correlated, as are age,
reading ability, and grade in school. Factor anal-
ysis may be used to reduce the five data values for
each child to two
—
probably representing a physical
maturity variable and an intellectual maturity
variable.
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS REQUIRED OR USEFUL;
a) Algebra, simple, linear
b) Calculus, single variable, multiple variable
c) Logic and set theory
d) Descriptive statistics
e) Inferential statistics
f) Graphs and plots
g) Computer packages
3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual differences, where data
values have been obtained for several human vari-
ables, and it is desired to reduce these dimen-
sions to a smaller, more meaningful set (factors)
.
b) Describing systems, when numerous kinds of vari-
able values are available for a system, and there
is a need for reduced dimensionality.
c) Designing systems, when the variables for the
proposed system are needed in a succinct and
orthogonal form.
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d) Evaluating human performance, if a few, relatively
uncorrelated descriptive variables are desired for
use in the measurements.
4. USED IN LITERATUR E:
a) Burke, E.J. "A Factor Analytic Investigation of
Tests of Physical Working Capacity", Ergonomi cs,
Vol. 22, No. 1, 1979- pp. 11-18.
—
Sixteen tests of physical working capacity,
submitted to factor analysis, are reduced to three
factors which account for 71 percent of the total
variance.
b) Haslegrave, CM. "Anthropometric Profile of
British Car Drivers", Ergonomics, Vol. 23, No. 5,
1980, pp. 437-467.
Factor analysis is used to explore the rela-
tionships among 17 dimensions used in design of
cars. Three factors are extracted, then used in
construction of a set of body indices for use in
designing of anthropometric dummies.
5. REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Harmon, H.H. Modern Factor Anal y s i s. Chicago:
The University of UITicago Press, Ty5T.
A comprehensive and detailed text for those who
want to know the theoretical and mathematical
formulations for this procedure.
b) Morrison, D.F. Multivariate Statistical Methods.
New York: McGraw-HiTT"Book" Company. T9T7
.
A mathematical explanation, with heavy reliance
on matrix algebra.
c) Nie, N.H., and others. SPSS: Statistical Pa ckag e
for the Social Sciences," Second* EcTITron. New
York: flcGraw~BTlI "Boole Company, 1975.
An excellent introduction to the technique, as
well as to the SPSS software programs to perform
it. Note that the later SPSS-X Manual does not
have the useful introductory information.
d) Rulon, P.J., and others. Multivariate Statistics
for Personnel Classification. ~~ "Hew York": John
tfiley ancT ^ons,~1^^7.
A fairly complete explanation, including mathe-
matical derivations, relying on graphical and
matrix techniques.
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C. DISCBIMINAHT AHA LYSIS
1. PURPOSE OF MO DEL/TEC H NI QUE : To find and make use of
characteristic variables which can distinguish
between two or more groups. This is done via a
collection of discri minat ing varia bles that measure
levels of the characteristics on which the groups are
expected to differ. These discriminating variables
are weighted and combined so as to force the groups
(and individuals in them) to be as statistically
distinct as possible. Both linear and nonlinear
combinations are possible.
For example, it may be desired to discriminate
between persons who will work effectively with
computer systems and those who will not. A set of
discriminating questions could be devised and tested,
for this purpose. These might query the individuals'
attitudes towards working alone, self-correction of
errors, sedentary occupations, etc.
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS REQUIRED OR USEFUL:
a) Algebra/ simple, linear
b) Logic and set theory
c) Descriptive statistics
d) Inferential statistics
e) Graphs and plots
f) Computer packages
3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual differences, by selecting
group characteristics which can be used to define
those differences.
b) Describing systems, making use of the known char-
acteristics of groups into which they might fall,
and with which analogies might be useful.
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c) Designing systems, taking advantage of knowledge
of those characteristics that user groups prefer.
d) Evaluating human performance, by determining
whether various individuals fall into various
performance categories (inexperienced, average,
superior, etc.).
USED IN LITERATURE:
a) Miller, R.E, Opt imal Assignment of Air Force
Pilots, Final EeporT. " *" Government Reports
Announcements, February 1974. {AD-781 035/1GA)
A multiple discriminant analysis is performed,
using ten test scores and training grades to clas-
sify a new pilot as optimally assignable to a
transport, fighter, or reconnaissance aircraft or
mission.
5- REFERENCES -AND TEXTS:
a) Nie, N.H., and others. SPSS: Statistical Pa ckag e
for the S ocia l Sciences, second Edition. TTew
York: ITcGraw hill EooJT Company, 1975.
An excellent introduction to the technique, as
well as to the SPSS software programs to perform
it. Note that the later SPSS-X Manual does not
have the useful introductory""informafion.
b) Rulon, P. J., and others. Multivariate S tatistics
for Personnel Classification. " "New York":"" John
Wiley and* "Sons, T91T77
A good, clear explanation, including mathemat-
ical derivations, relying on graphical, calculus,
and matrix techniques.
D. CAHOHICAL CORRELATION
1. PURPOSE OF MODEL/TECHNIQUE: Given two sets of vari-
ables, each of which has a theoretical meaning, a
linear combination is derived from each set so that
correlation between the two linear combinations is
maximized. Several such pairs (canonical variates)
of linear combinations may be derived from one data
set. A redundancy index is used to account for a
maximum amount of relationship between the two sets
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of variables. This technique can be considered an
extension of multiple regression analysis to the case
of multiple criteria.
For example, individual attitudes toward reading and
toward arithmetic may be scaled by a group of indi-
viduals (from zero for dislike to 10 for extreme
enjoyment) . The same individuals may be tested on
reading speed and on computational speed. Data
values for these two sets of variables (two variables
per set, one set representing attitude and the other
behavior) then can be compared, using canonical
correlation. The resulting correlation coefficients
are used in a mathematical function to describe the
relationships between the two attitudes and two
behaviors.




d) Graphs and plots
e) Computer packages
3. HUM AH FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual differences, where differ-
ences can be measured and grouped into two sets of
variables whose correlations are useful.
b) Describing systems, when system parameters can be
treated as described above for individual
differences.
c) Designing systems, when it is important to relate
one set of parameters with another in order to
maximize the system's usefulness.
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d) Evaluating human performance, when performance
variables can be measured and correlated with
other variables in order to determine that
performance will be good enough for the job to be
done.
USED IN LITEEATUBE: No examples of the use of canon-
ical correlation were found, relating both to human
factors and to operations research.
REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Morrison, D-F. Multivariate Statistical Methods.
New York: McGraw-E"m Book" Company, T9"F7.
A brief explanation in mathematical terms, with
heavy reliance on matrix algebra.
b) Nie, N.H., and others. SPSS: Statistical Pa ckage
for the S ocia l Sciences," '~S*econaP Edition." "New
York:~lTcGraw Hill Book Company, 1975.
An excellent introduction to the technique, as
well as to the SPSS software programs to perform
it. Note that the later SPS5-X Manual does not
have the useful introductory information.
c) Stewart, Douglas, and Love, William. "A General
Canonical Correlation Index", P sychologi cal
Bulletin, Vol. 70, No. 3., 1968. pp. 760-163.
5~red"undancy index is described, to handle the
previous canonical correlation problem of not
providing a measure of redundancy in one set of
variables, with respect to a second set. The
index represents the amount of predicted variance
in a set of variables.
E. HULTIDIHEfflSIOHAL SCALING
1 - PURPOSE OF MODEL/TEC HNIQUE: Determining the under-
lying structure of a set of points in n-dimensional
space (for n-dimensional scaling) , after individuals
have assigned a set of proximities to the points
describing how close (in distance or similarity) they
believe each point is to every other point. The
resulting multidimensional scaling solution provides
the minimum number of dimensions underlying the
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structure, and gives the order of the instances along
each dimension.
This technique may be used in determining the dimen-
sions of a given task, thus leading to development of
as many unidimensional scales as the task has dimen-
sions. If each task component is rated in criti-
cality, then weights can be assigned to each
dimension.
For example, 100 aviators may be tested with a symbol
set proposed for use on a cockpit map display, to
determine whether they feel they can discriminate
rapidly between each pair. The result is a "confu-
sion matrix", showing the percent of tiraa each symbol
will be confused with another. This matrix of values
is entered into a multidimensional scaling computer
program for analysis. The result is a two-
dimensional plot which places easily confused symbols
next to one another, and those seldom or never
confused at greater distances from one another. The
researcher then provides an interpretation to the
results, based on his expertise and on this
configuration of points.
MATHEMATICAL TOOLS BEOJJIRED OR USEFUL:
a) Algebra, simple, linear
b) Logic and set theory
c) Descriptive statistics
d) Inferential statistics
e) Graphs and plots
f) Computer packages
HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual differences, where opinions
about similarities and disimilarities between
individuals are desired.
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b) Describing systems, where similarities or proximi-
ties between various components can be judged by
individuals and then subjected to analysis for use
in predictions.
c) Designing systems, where it is necessary to deter-
mine that two or more components are or are not
similar or close, in order to make choices and
decisions,
d) Evaluating human performance, when performance can
be judged in terms of proximities or similarities
to various criteria.
4. USED IN LITER ATUR E:
a) Harris, D.H. "Human Dimensions of Water Resources
Planning", Human Factors, Vol. 19, No. 3, 1977,
pp. 24 1-25 1:
Computer-based multidimensional scaling tech-
niques are used to determine the underlying dimen-
sional structure of 42 factors related to water
resources planning and decisions. A value
reflecting social importance is developed for each
of these and for the five basic dimensions
emerging from the multidimensional analysis.
5. REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Kruskal, J.B. , and Wish, Myron. Multidimensional
Scaling. Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 7"97BT
Complete and readable explanation of the theory
and procedures. Computer programs for the tech-
nique also are discussed.
b) SAS Institute, Inc. SAS User *s Guide. SAS
Institute, Inc., 1979.
Instructions for the Alternating Least Squares
Algorithm (ALSCAL) program, using the SAS computer
package.
F. MANUAL CONTROL HODELS
1- £2I£0SE OF MODEL/TECHNIQUE: Describing human
behavior in terms of a servo mechanism (error-nulling
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device) , in order to predict the effect of varying
conditions on the operator's performance while
controlling a system. The most important performance
criterion is minimization of deviation of the state
of the controlled process from a desired state. A
simple tracking task, where an observer must keep a
pipper on a target, is a good example of a use of
this model.
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS REQU IRED OR USEFUL:
a) Algebra
b) Single variable calculus
c) Descriptive statistics
3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual differences, when an indi-
vidual receives information through his senses
about some world state and uses that information
to control some situation manually.
b) Describing systems, when a system's present state
is used as input in order to provide direct
outputs back to the system via some manipulation,
with the goal of minimizing system error.
c) Evaluating human performance, when performance at
simple control of some system is being measured
and compared with a criterion.
4. USED IN LITERATURE:
a) Bekey, G. A. , Burnham, G.O., and Seo, J. "Control
Theoretic Models of Human Drivers in Car
Following". Human Factors, Vol. 10, No. 1, 1977,
pp. 399-41 5.
Three mathematical models are used to describe
control behaviors of human drivers. First is
classical (manual) control, with assumptions about
the driver's stimulus-response characteristics and
control strategy algorithms. Second is based on
optimal control theory, assuming a performance
index and a driver's control strategy intended to
minimize this index. Third is a set* of heuristic
models.
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b) Lau, C.G.Y. A Review of Human Opera tor Models in
Manual Control S ystem s. Pacific H"issiTe Test
Center, " PT. Mugu, CA, February 1977
(PMTC-TP-76-40. AD B016 783L)
.
Includes both quasi-linear describing function
models and optimal control models. An extensive
bibliograpy of manual control models is included.
c) Levison, W. "A Methodology for Quantifying the
Effects of Aging on Perceptual-Motor Capability".
Human Factors, Vol. 23, No. 1 , 1981, pp. 87-96.
TEe application of experimental and analytical
techniques of manual control is made, for quanti-
fication of aging effects in a model of human
perception and control.
d) Pew, R.H. et al. Critical Review and
Performance Models IpllicaETe to
SysfemTvaluati on. Bolt, BerenaE",
Tnc77~Camb rid ge7~ MA, March 1977 (3BN No,
AFOSR-TR-77-0520. AD-A038 597) .
Simple, quasilinear, and optimal control models
are among the numerous models reviewed as part of











Engineering M odels of
—
"New 7orr= Nor^K
Theoretical presentation, with some application
information; greatest emphasis is on discrete time
optimal control, but manual control also is
covered.
b) Sheridan, T.B., and Farrell, W. R. Man-M achine
Systems: I nformation , Contorl, and Decision Models
ox ETuman F ertormance. Cambridge, JTass.: Th"e HTT
Fress7~T9 7T7~T9"HT7~
Detailed theoretical and mathematical presenta-
tion on manual control, with lesser discussion of
optimal control.
G. OPTIHAL CONTROL B0DE1S
1- £URPO_S_E op moDEL^TEC HNI OJJE : Describing human
behavior in terms of an optimum regulator (well-




affected by and affects state variables of a system.
Given a process to control, constraints on the accu-
racy with which he may observe state variables, and
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limited energy or time for control tasks, the optimal
controller seeks to maximize a cost function or
performance criterion within his own constraints.
The criterion usually is stated as a linear quadratic
function of error, control effort, and time.
2. MATHEHAlICAIi TOOLS REQUIRED OR USEFUL:
a) Algebra
b) Calculus, single variable, multiple variable
c) Descriptive statistics
3. HUMAN FACTOES APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual differences, when the oper-
ator is considered sophisticated enough to recog-
nize his own dynamics and the dynamics of the
controlled process, his own variablility, and the
criterion to be met.
b) Describing systems, when the situation is similar
to that discussed above for the individual.
c) Evaluating human performance, when actual perform-
ance can be compared to optimal behavior as




a) Barron, Sheldon. "A Model for Human Control and
Monitoring Based on Input Control Theory", Journal
of Cybernetics and Information Science, Vol*. ~"T,
Ho. "T7-T^TF7"pp"3-T-87
The state variable optimal control model of the
human operator is reviewed and described in
detail. Examples of its use in prediction and
analysis are presented, along with advantages and
limitations of the model.
b) Barron, Sheldon, and Levison, W.H. "Display
Analysis with the Optimal Control Model of the
Human Operator", Human Factors, Vol. 19, No. 5,
1977. pp. 437-4577
The optimal control model is applied in deter-
mining what information is needed on a display so
the operator can meet his performance objective.
The techniques are then applied to analysis of
advanced display and control systems.
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c) Harvey, T.B. Application of an Optimal Control
Pilot Model to Air-f o-A"ir Combat. Master's
^ITesis. School of Engineering, IirTorce Institute
of Technology, Wrigh.t Patterson AF3, OH, 1974.
Two-dimensional kinematics of air-to-air combat
tracking with a lead computing optical sight
system were simulated on an analog computer, using
a fixed-base simulator. Tracking error data
values were collected from three pilots, using the
simulator.
d) Hess, R.A. "Prediction of Pilot Opinion Ratings
Using an Optimum Pilot Model", Human Factors, Vol.
19, No. 5, 1977, pp. 459-475. ^~
Multiloop piloting tasks can be modeled via the
optimal control formulation with relative ease.
Numerical pilot opinion ratings concerning partic-
ular vehicles and tasks are related to the numer-
ical value of the model's index of performance,
using data from piloted simulations.
e) Ince. Fuat. Application of Modern Control Theory
to the Des ign of lan^acHine Systems. University
oT riIinoTs7"Augus :r"7T73~TffPS"D'~T5F758) .
Results from optimal control thaory and the
optimal control model of the human operator are
used in design of control and display dynamics,
and in predicting tracking performance.
f) Seifert, D.J. Combined Discrete Network
Continuous Control Modeling of Man-"M~a"cn~Xne Systems
lerospace MecTicaT Research- Tab. "ITrig "hT^Tafterson
AFB, OH, March 1979 (AMRL-TR-79-34, AD-A071 574).
Open-loop optimal control models are combined
with network models to describe the human operator
as supervisor of a system. Tasks include informa-
tion retrieval and cognitive processing, as well
as flight control.
REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Rouse, W.B. Sys tem s Engineering Models of






b) Sheridan, T. B. , and Farrell, W.fi. Man-Machine
Systems: I nform ation , Contorl, and Decision Models
of fTuman Performance. C"amEndge, Hass. : ' TKe TTT7
PTess7T97'zr; TFHT7
Detailed theoretical and mathematical presenta-
tion on manual control, with lesser discussion of
optimal control models.
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H. TIME SEBIES HODEIS
'• PURPOSE OF MO DEL/TEC H NI QOE : To assess the magnitude
and statistical significance of any changes in
behavior or performance, as a result of an interrup-
tion (change of conditions) during a series of meas-
urements over time.
For example, the accuracy with which an observer
tracks a symbol on a CRT display can be measured over
a period of days. The interruption is considered to
occur when the observer is given a different type of
display on which the same task, will be done in the
future. Time series analysis is used to determine
whether any real change in performance (not due to
simple learning) is evident, after the interruption.




d) Graphs and plots
e) Computer packages
3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICA TIONS:
a) Describing individual differences, where the
differences can be attributed to different
responses to an interruption in a time series of
measurements.
b) Describing systems, where system performance over
time is the factor of interest, especially as
affected by some kind of change in conditions.
c) Evaluating human performance, when performance
changes may be expected as a result of known
changed conditions, and a series of measurements
(before and after) will be made.
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USED IN LITEE ATURE :
a) Carter, R. C- "Time Series Models of Human Factors
Dynamics," Human Fac tors, Vol. 26, No. 1, 19 84,
pp. 83-95.
The Box and Jenkins multivariate time series
model is used for analysis of human factors data
representing U.S. Navy enlistments, career
rogression of technicians, spatial and vernal
ime cycles, and simple and choice reaction times.1
b) Krause, P.B. "The Impact of High Intensity Street
Lighting on Nighttime Business Burglary", Human
Factors, Vol. 19- No. 3, 1977, pp. 235-239.Tn interrupted time series design is used in an
experiment which demonstrates the effect of night
lighting on crime. Hazards that can arise if the
serial dependence of successive observations is
ignored also is illustrated.
c) Shinners, S. M. "Modelling of Human Operator
Performance Utilizing Time Series Analysis", IEEE
Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cyberneti cs,
YoT7~q"7~iro7"57~197T7~pp7 4 45=353.
The time series approach is a useful method for
modelling any set of discrete observables
corrupted with noise, be it human or some other
deterministic/stochastic process. Actual input-
output data are used, in this time series model.
The technique first identifies the model, then
estimates the parameters of the identified model,
based on the data. Finally, model improvement is





Complete and detailed discussion of the back-
ground and use of time series models in general
and the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA or Box-Jenkins) model in particular.
b) SPSS, Inc. SPSS^X User's Guide. New York:
McGraw-Hill Boole Company, ~T9"B"3.
Detailed instructions for carrying out the
Box- Jenkins procedure for time series data. SPSS
Update 7-9 (1981) also includes the Box-Jenlcins
^TecEnigue.
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I. FINITE HAEKOV CHAIHS
I- P URPOSE OF MODEL/TECHNIQUE : Describing possible
"states" of a system, and predicting the probability
the system will be in one of these states at some
time in the future.
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS REQUIRED OR USEFUL:
a) Linear or matrix- algebra
b) Probability theory
c) Descriptive statistics
d) Computer programming (the APL programming
languaging is especially useful for operations on
matrices)
3. HUMAN FACTORS. APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual differences; for example,
illustrating the probability that someone will
transition from one to another of four states
(asleep, bored, alert, frantic) in the next time
period.
b) Describing systems; for example, noting in concise
fori (matrix) the probability that a system will
move from one state (OFF) to any one of three
others (WARMUP, MANUAL, AUTOMATIC) in its next
transition.
c) Evaluating human/system performance; for example,
determining the probability that an individual or
system will be in a state-of-interest , at some
given time in the future.
4. DESCRIPTION;
a) Model: A system or process is described as a
function of four things:
i) A finite set of objects (usually one)
.
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ii) A finite collection of possible discrete
stat es the objects can be in or assume.
iii) The initial probability: probability for
each state that the process begins there.
iv) The transition probability: probability the
object will stay in that state or enter
another state in the next time period.
b) Assum ption s:
i) Markov property. The likelihood of entering
any state in the future depends only on the
present state the object is in, not on any
past states (also called the memoryless
property) ; that is,
P[X(n+1)=j|X(n)=i, X (n-1)=i(n-1) ,. . . ,X (Oj =i (0) ]
= P[X(Q + 1)=j|X(n)=i] = P(ij)
for all states i(0), i (1 ) , . . . ,i (n-1) , i, j;
and all n>0.
ii) St ationarit y . Transition probabilities do
not change with time (are "stationary,") .
iii) Certainty. All states and all transition
probabiliites used in the model are known
constants, obtained through some empirical
data collection process; the system is
completely characterized by the set of






i) The procedure is simple to follow, appeals
to logic, and is easy to defend.
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d) Weak nesses :
i) Values for the transition probabilities are
critical; small errors in estimates for
these can give significantly incorrect
answers.
ii) The independence of the probability of the
next state from that of all past states,
except the present one (Markov property)
,
often does not mirror reality.
iii) The requirement that states of existence be
discrete can be difficult to meet, for many
continuously varying situations.
e) Procedures ;
i) Define an exhaustive and mutually exclusive
set of states the system can assume over
time (preferably no more than a dozen) .
ii) Taking one state at a time, assign (by what-
ever means) a probability to the event that
the process begins in that state, plus
another probability that it either stays
there or enters each of the other possible
states from that state. These latter prob-
abilities must sum to 1, for each beginning
state. That is, if there are four possible
states (including the one the system pres-
ently is in) and the chances are equally
likely that it will be in any one of the
four during the next time period, each event
is given the probability 0.25).
iii) As the first s tag e in the modeling process,
put this information into matrix form, as
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illustrated below in 5.c. This is the
transition matrix, P (also called the one-
step transition matrix) . This transition
matrix plus the set of initial probabilities
now (under the model , s assumptions)
completely characterizes the system or
process—this is the complete model.
iv) To determine the probability the system will
be in a given state two steps or stages
onward (two time periods ahead) , square the
transition matrix (use matrix multiplication
to multiply it by itself) to obtain the
two-step transition matrix , P(ij) 2 . Cubing
the matrix yields the three-step transition
matrix, P(ij) 3 (the probability the system
will be in a given state three time periods
ahead) , etc.
v) The long-run probabilities (also known as
steady-state, stationary,, or equilibrium
probabilities) , TT , are obtained by repeat-
edly multiplying the transition matrix by
itself until limiting (essentially constant)
values for the probabilities are reached (if
they exist) . These represent the long-run
proportion of time the system will be in
each of its possible states. These values
also may be obtained by solving a set of
linear stead y state equations of the form
mj) =7T(1)p*(1j) + 7T(2)p"(2j) +




+ 7T(n) p*(nj) ',
+ 7T(n) p(nn) .
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Values are found for each of the limiting
probabilities, 7T(i) , using a subset of
(n-1) of these equations, along with the
relationship that the sum of all the Tf (i) ,
i=1, 2,-.., n, must equal 1 (normaliz atio n
equatio n) .
f) Other calculations that may be made , using the
transition matrix, include the following. See
references below, for details of these
calculations.
i) Prob ability of first passage time: the
likelihood the system will enter a specific
state, t(i), at a future time, given that it
started in some specified state, t(j).
ii) Expected first passage time: the mean value
of the time it takes the system to move from
state t (i) to state t(j).
iii) Expected recur ranee time: the average value
of the time it takes the system to return to
state t (i) , when it has been there once.
iv) Absorbtion p robabilities: the probability
that a system will enter one of its possible
states and never be able to leave that state
(be "absorbed" into that state)
.
ACM EXAMPLE (adapted from Oberle; see below) :
a) Situation : A one-on-one engagement between a
fighter and adversary. The relative positions and
orientations of the two combatants are divided
into five tactically meaningful states (although
such transitions between states in actuality would
be continuous, they are discretized here for use
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with the Markov property) , as follows (see Figure
6.1) :
i) Offensive w_ea£on (OW) : the fighter has a
"rule of thumb" weapon opportunity, giving
him an almost-sure kill opportunity.
ii) Offensive (0) : the fighter is acting in the
role of pursuer and has a tactically signif-
icant advantage in position.
iii) Neutral (N) : both combatants are maneu-
vering head-to-head in an attempt to achieve
a position of tactical advantage.
iv) Defensive (D) : the adversary is acting in
the role of pursuer and the fighter is
reacting to the adversary's positional
advantage.
v ) Fatal defensive (FD) : the adversary has a
"rule of thumb" weapoa opportunity.
b) Procedures
:
i) Direct (one-step) transitions can occur only
between adjacent states. At each 5-second
time division during an engagement, the
fighter is classified as being in one of the
five states. Oberle provides the simulated
data shown in Figure 6. 1 for a hypothetical
11 5-second exercise (artificially divided
here into 23 5-second time segments) .
ii) Although Oberle does not do so, the same
data can also be given in the format of a
more standard Markov chain model, as is
illustrated as in Figure 6.2. States are
shown as circles, transitions as arrows, and









Figure 6.1 Transition States During a Simulated Engagement
iii) One- step tra nsition matrix
:
Oberle does not
put his simulated data into transition
matrix format, nor does he make any further
calculations in this report. However, given
this data, it is easy to carry out addi-
tional operations usually performed with
Markov chains.
For purposes of this example, it is
hypothesized that the initial probability of
being in a neutral position at time is
0.5; the probability the fighter will still
be in that neutral position at the end of
the first time segment is 0.56 (calculated
from the data in Figure 6.1 or 6.2), that he
will be in an offensive position is 0.11,
and that he will be in a defensive position
is 0.33.
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Figure 6.2 One-Step Transition Diagram for an ACH Engagement
Similarly, it is hypothesized that the
initial probability of being in an offensive
position at the start of the engagement is
0.25, and that he will still be in an offen-
sive position at the end of the first time
segment is 0.40. This process is repeated,






















iv) The total probability that tha fighter will
be in an offensive position at the end of
the first time segment is:
(0.25) (0.40) + (0.50) (0.11) =0.16.
v)
vi)








. 16 .58 . 19 .07
.04 . 11 .53 .25 .07
.06 .46 .34 .14
.30 .35 .35
Long-run probability values:
The long-run proportion of time the
fighter aircraft can be expected to spend in
each of the five states is:
OW N D FD
7T(i) J.087 .217 .394 .217 .0871
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USED IN LITERATURE:
a) Bell, E.L. Opt imal Baysian Estimation of the
Stat e of a P^qbaEiXisTically IT ap pe el
Memory-Con cTitional ^ilE2Z "Trocess will
Tgp.rXcaTions to Ma nual Horse Decoding. Doctor of
Engineering tHesis, Naval Postgraduate School,
September 1977 (NPS T 180049) .
First and second ordec Markov chain models are
used to describe the decoding of hand-keyed Morse
code signals. A Baysian solution process is then
used to find an optimal estimate of the state of
the Morse process.
b) El Shanawani, A. A. Availability of Main taine d
Syst em s. Master 's thesis, ScKool of "Engineering,
Air ~ ' Force Institute of Technology.
Wright-Patterson AFB, March 1983
(AFIT/GOR/MA/82D-7, AD-A127 365).
A survey and classification of the literature
relevant to availability, with emphasis on prob-
ability density functions of failure times and
repair times. Models include those based on
Markov processes.
c) Newman, R. A. , and Tiffany, P. B. "Discrimination
of Density and Clustering on Four Versions of a
Stochastic Display", Proceedings of the 21st
Meeting of the Human "Factors ' Society, 5an
FrancTsco7~CA,~T9'7 7,~pp. 1TT-TT7.
A two-dimensional Markov process is used to
control the variables, in a study of the interac-
tion of two texture variables (density and
cluster) with two display parameters (positive/
negative image and adjacency/separation of
images)
.
d) Oberle, R.A. Air Combat Evaluation: the Reduced
Dimension Measur es. D"2"? XssociaTes, Escondido,
CT7~"Hay~3*17~TSF3~TRES 8 3-6-2) .
See the above example.
e) Snow, R.E. "Eye Movement and Cognitive-Process
Research in Europe: Some Examples from
Switzerland," European Science News, Vol. 38, No.
6, 1984, pp; 29"T=-2"9Tf7
Eye movements and fixations, associated with
problem solving during stimulus search and
processing, are modelled as Markov chains to
predict different eye fixation paths and lengths.
f) Thomas, M.U. "A Human Response Model of a
Combined Manual and Decision Task," IEEE
Transactions on Systems, Man. and Cyberneti cs,
V6T~SflC"=TTNOT 57 TT73T pp7"ZJ78-4 8T7
A combined manual and decision task is
described in terms of a Markov chain model
combined with a discrete probability function.
g) Thomas, M.U. Some Models of Human Error for
Man- Ma chine System Evaluation. Department oT
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System Design. Wisconsin Oniversity, December 1978
(TR-79-5, AD-A072 838).
A general semi-Markov formulation is used to
describe transitions among error states.
Interdecision times are treated as a renewal
process.
REFE RENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Bronson, Richard. Schaum's Outline, Theory and
Problems of Operations ResearcK. New 10TK:
T3cCraw-RilI~Book Company, 19B77
A brief explanation, with a number of worked
out examples.
b) Olkin, Ingram, Glaser, L.J. 4 and Derman. Cyrus.
Probabil it y Mod els and Applications. New York:
FacmilTan PuBTTsEing Co., inc., T9T8".
A readable introduction to Markov processes and
chains.
c) Ross, S.M. Intr oduction to Probability Mo dels .
New York: AcademicTress, 19817.
Extremely succinct explanation, in strictly
mathematical terms; a high level of mathematical
sophistication is advised.
d) Taylor, H.M., and Karlin, Samuel. An Introductio n
to Stochastic Modeling. Orlando: ScaHemic Press,
Highly mathematical explanation; not for
beginners.
J. POISSOB PROCESSES
1 • PURPOSE OF MO DE1/T EC
H
N I QD S : Determining such quanti-
ties as the number of arrivals into a system (or
tasks that must be performed) over a period of time,
the expected "population" size at a given time, and
the probability of any given population size at a
specified time. Arrivals must be according to an
exponential distribution with a known rate parameter.
Then the number of arrivals by a given time has a
Poi sson distribution dependent on the rate parameter
and elapsed time.
For example, a person may be tasked with learning the
Chinese language. The length of time required to
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learn any given character is a random variable. If
data collection indicates that the distribution of
this random variable is approximately exponential and
a rate parameter can be calculated, the learning
process can be described as a Poisson process. Then
it is possible to predict such quantities as how many
characters will be learned in an hour and the prob-
ability that the student will know 100 characters at
the end of five hours.




d) Graphs and plots
HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual differences, where the
differences are a function of some characteristic
that can be considered in terms of arrivals, with
exponential distribution.
b) Describing systems in which events occur with
time, expressible as an exponential random
variable.
c) Evaluating human performance under conditions
which meet the Poisson and exponential distribu-
tion requirements of this model. This is espe-
cially useful in accident and error predictions,
as is discussed in the section on reliability
models.
USED IN LITERATURE:
a) Haight, F.A. "A Mathematical Model of Driver
Alertness", Ergonomics, Vol. 15, No. 4, 1972, pp.
367-378.
A non-homogeneous Poisson process is used to
develop a model of driver decision making, based
on observations of driver behaviors.
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5. REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Barlow, R. E. , and Proschan, Frank. Statistical
Theory of Reliability and Life "TesTTing :
FroI> ability Models. Tilver Springs, fld"., To Begin
¥3TE-Fress7 197b; 1981.
Comprehensive discussion of the use of Poisson
processes in reliability determination.
b) Bronson, Richard. Schaum's Outline, Theory and




A very brief explanation.
c) Cox, D.R- Renewal Theory . London: Methuen and
Company, Ltd.. 1967."
A brief mathematical look at Poisson processes
as they relate to reliability and renewal.
d) Ross, S.M. Introduction to Probability Models .
New York: Academic Press, 19H0".
Complete and thorough explanation; a high level
of mathematical sophistication is advised.
e) Taylor, H.M., and Karlin, Samuel. An In trod uctio n
to Stochas tic M ode ling. Orlando: Academic P"ress,
Tnc77~T9*FiT:
Sood, brief explanation, but not for beginners.
K. QUEUEING PROCESSES
1. PURPOSE OF MODEL/TECHNIQUE: Determining the length
of time a customer (person, object, or task) must
wait "in a line" (in gueue) to get attention, the
time needed to provide service or perform the task,
the number of customers in the system and in gueue at
one time, etc.




d) Graphs and plots
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3- HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual . differences in task
performance.
b) Describing systems, where these can be viewed as
consisting of "customers" and "services".
c) Evaluating human performance, such as how long it
probably will take to perform a series of tasks.
4. DESCRIPTION:
a) Mode l: A system or process is described as a
function of seven things:
i) Pop u lation size of the arriving customers or
input source, either finite or infinte
(usually assumed to be infinite, since
calculations are easier) .
ii) State of the system, that is, the number of
customers actually in the gueueing system at
a given time of interest, either waiting or
being served.
iii) Arrival patt erns . usually specified by the
interarrival t ime , the time between succes-
sive customers into the system. More
complex models may specify single versus
batch arrivals, and whether customers may
balk (refuse to enter the system because
lines are too long) , reneg e (a customer in a
queue gets tired of waiting and leaves
before being served) , or "jockey (move from
his original line into another that is
shorter). Simple models assume single arri-
vals, and no balking, reneging, or
jockeying.
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iv) Service patterns , usually specified by the
service time required to serve one customer
.
This can be deterministic (a constant, known
value), or a random variable with some known
probability distribution. More complex
models specify whether a customer requires a
series of servers or is served completely by
one server (the usual simplifying
assumption)
.
v) Number of parallel servers at the facility
who provide the needed services for
customers in the queue. All such servers
are assumed to be interchangeable and equal.
vi) Queue disci pline or service discipline,
which specifies the order in which customers
are served. Usual orders are first-come,
first-served or first-in, first-out (FIFO)
,
as with customers at a supermarket checkout
stand; last-in, first-out (LIFO) , as with
items in a suitcase; random order (RO) ; or
priority order (PO) , where certain customers
get preferential treatment. Most commonly a
service order is not specified, but the
model is referred to as a .general disciplin e
(GD) model.
vii) Kend all f s notation, which is simply a stan-
dardized shorthand for specifying the above
parameters:
(X/Y/Z) : (U/V/W) .
X is the interarrival time distribution
and Y the service time distribution. These
usually are denoted as M (for Markovian or
33
exponential) , D (for deterministic) , E (k)
(for Erlang) , or G (for general) .
Z is the quantity of parallel servers.
a represents the service discipline.
V and W indicate the system capacity and
size of the task population, respectively
—
both often infinite in size (oo ) .
b) Assum ption s; The first four assumptions are
common for most gueueing problems. The last seven
assumptions will be made for this study, in order
to keep the model at its most basic, easy-to-
follow level: (M/M/1) : (GD/oo /oo ) .
i) Stat ipnarit y. Arrival time and service time
probabilities do not change with time (are
"station ary" )
.
ii) Certainty . The population size, system
capacity, and number of servers used in the
model are known constants—have been empiri-
cally determined in some manner.
iii) Homogeneity and equivalence. Customers,
servers, and service all are homogeneous.
It makes no difference who serves whom.
iv) Non-negativity. All variables are non-
negative (exist in quantities greater-than-
or-equal-to zero)
.
v) Ex ponentiall y-distributed inter arrival time s
and service times (also known as Markovian
or Poisson processes) . It is a property of
this probability distribution that the
arrival time of the next customer is inde-
pendent of when the last one arrived, and
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that the expected time for completion of
service is independent of how long the
customer already has been in service (memo-
ryless property or Markovian property)
.
vi) Single events - Time increments under
consideration are small enough that the
probability is approximately zero that two
or more events will occur in one time incre-
ment (two arrivals, one arrival and one
service, or two services). There is,
however, a positive probability of either
one arrival or one service during any time
increment.
vii) General queue discipline (GD) , with a singl e
server.
viii) Infi nite p opulation size and s yste m
capacity , at least as an approximation.
ix) Simple arrival patterns . Customers are not
allowed to balk, renege, or jockey.
x) Unde rutilization of servers. Server occu-
pancy or utilization is not perfect. If
servers are always busy (100%) , waiting
lines slowly will become infinitely long. A
useful rule of thumb, according tc Rouse
(see References and Texts) , is that servers
are occupied 70% of the time, for an effi-
cient system.
xi) Steady state con ditions. The system has
been in operation long enough to have
reached equilibrium or steady state
behavior. That is, we are not considering a
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new queue just forming when a store has just
opened for the day.
c ) Strengths:
i) The procedure is applicable to a wide
variety of problems which can be viewed as
having "waiting line"-type characteristics.
ii) Qualitative and approximate quantative
answers to a number of questions of interest
about a given queueing system can be
obtained via this relatively simple model.
iii) Using advanced mathematics and a computer,
large and complex problems can be solved via
sophisticated queueing model techniques.
d) Weaknesse s :
i) For the model to remain simple and easily
tractible, both interarrival times and
service times must follow an exponential
distribution— a condition not always easy to
justify in the real world.
ii) The model requires that customers (tasks) be
handled serially; yet, in many situations,
simultaneous attention often is necessary to
accomplish a job.
iii) Many queueing problems are analytically
intractible, and require both approximation
and simulation to obtain even rough answers.
iv) The non-equilibrium situation is especially
difficult to deal with, limiting the useful-
ness of the model to on-going, mature
processes.
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e) Procedures: The example that follows illustrates
the process in more detail.
i) Determine that interarrival times and
service times are approximatly exponential
random variables, from available data (see
Figure 6.3 in the example). Note the values
of the mean time between arriv als, A , and
the mean service time, )J.
ii) Also determine that other parameters of the
situation may approximately be modeled as an
(M/H/1) : (GD/oo/oo) system. That is, there
should be a single server, the service
discipline should be general in nature, and
the customer population and number of
customers allowed in the system should be
very large, if not actually infinite.
iii) Decide what the state of the system, n, is
likely to be at the time the modeling
process begins. What quantity of customers,
either waiting or being served, are already
in the system?
iv) The guantities that will be calculated are;
Server occupancy or server utilization.
Probability the system will be in state n,
P(n) ;
if n = 2, P(2) = p 2 (1 " p )•
Average number of customers in the system,
L = P/(1 - p ).
Average number of customers in queue,
Lg = p V(1 - p ) .
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Average time a customer spends in the
system,
W = 1/(0.- A).
Average time a customer spends in gueue,
wg = P/(0- A ).
Probability a customer spends more than t
units of time in the system,
W(t) = exp (-t/W) .
Probability a customer spends more than t
units of time in gueue,
Wg (t) = p exp (-t/W) .
v) Three other eguations may be used, if
desired', for calculations:
W = Wg + 1/^j .
L = A w.
Ig = A Wg.
f) Qther calculati ons tha t may be made : Queue in g
models considerably more complex than the one
illustrated here have been used to obtain answers
to guestions similar to those described above (and
illustrated below) , when a simple model is not
applicable. See the various authors cited under
References and Texts for details.
5- MILITARY EXAMPLE (hypothetical)
a ) Situation:
i) A fighter aircraft is ingressing toward a
fixed target, crossing hostile territory.
Various enemy ground-based radar systems




















Figure 6.3 Exponential Distributions for Arrivals and Service
with time distribution approximately that of
an exponential random variable with rate
A = 1/2 per minute (2 minutes average
time between threats). Figure 6.3 illus-
trates this distribution.
ii) Warning that he is being illuminated by a
threat radar is provided to the pilot on his
radar warning display (RWD) . He must take
some kind of defensive or deceptive action
when this occurs: drop chaff or flares, jam
the radar, or make jinking maneuvers with
his aircraft. The time required to take an
appropriate action also approximately is an
exponential random variable (Figure 6.3),
with rate \1 = 2 per minute (0.5 minute or
30 seconds average time to take an action).
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iii) At time zero (the start of the scenario
being modeled) , the aircraft will be consid-
ered to be in a steady stata condition,
since it has been behind enemy lines for
five minutes. One radar system presently is












Figure 6.4 Illustration of Single Server Queueing System
b ) Procedur es
:
i) This model can be specified as
(M/M/1) : (GD/oo/co ) . Both the interarrival
times and service times are axponen tially




"customer" population (the enemy radars)
,
and an unspecified (presumably infinite)
number of customers allowed in the system.
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No particular service discipline is speci-
fied, so it will be considered "general".
ii) A sketch of this very simple system is shown
in Figure 6.
4
iii) To perform the desired calculations, we
first note that:
Arrival rate A = 1/2 per minute-
Service rate fJ = 2 per minute.
Number of servers c = 1.
State of the system n = 1.
iv) The "server occupancy", p , is a rough
measure of the pilot 1 s workload. In this
steady state condition,
p = A / JJ = 1/2 divided by 2 = 0.25.
Thus we see that, on the average, the pilot
is spending 25% of his time responding to
threats.
v) The probabi lity ' of the system being in the
state where n = 1 at any given time (that
is, where exactly one threat is present) is
given by
P{1) = pi(1 -p) = {0.25)1(0-75) = 0.188.
That is, there is less than a 20% chance of
this state occurring at any specified time.
vi) The average number of threats illuminating
the aircraft is given by:
L = p /(1- p) = (0.25)/(0.75) = 0.333.
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The average number of threats "in queue", or
illuminating the aircraft and not yet count-
ered, is:
Lg = p 2/0
-P) = (0.25)2/(0.75) = 0.083.
vii) The average time a threat will illuminate
the aircraft is given by:
W - V( JJ -A) = 1/(2 - 1/2) = 2/3 = 0.667
minutes.
The average time a threat will illuminate
the aircraft before it is countered is:
fig = P/( A»-A) = (0.25)/(1.5) = 0.167
minutes.
viii) The probability that a threat will illumi-
nate the aircraft for longer than one minute
is:
W(t) = exp (-t/K)
W{1) = exp (-1/W) = exp (-1/(0.667) = 0.223.
The probability that a threat will illumi-
nate the aircraft for longer than a minute
before it is countered is:
Wg (t) = p exp (-t/H)
Wq (1) = (0.25) exp (-1/0.667)
(0.25) (0.233) = 0.056.
ix) The other three equations may be used to
check our work:
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W = Wg + (1/jLf ) = 0.167 + 0.5 = 0.667.
L = AW = (0.5) (0.667) = 0.333.
Lg = A Y!q = (0.5) (0.167) = 0.083.
6. USED IN LITERATURE:
a) Carbonell, J.R. "A Queueing Model of
Many-Instrument Visual Sampling". IEEE
Transactions on Human Factors in Electroni cs,
HFIFir7~TTo7-TJ, TO667~pp~ 157=^5^ ~
Carbonell, J.R. , Ward, J.L., and Sanders, J.W. "AQueueing Model of Visual Sampling: Experimental
Validation", IEEE Transactions on M an-M achine
Systems, MMS-9,""&o7 37~19EB7~pp.~82 :rB7.
TUe instrument scanning behavior of pilots was
studied, and a queueing model developed to predict
the fraction of time devoted to each instrument.
The model later was compared with performance of
three pilots flying simulated airport approaches,
and compared well with observed performance.
b) Eltermann, L.J. Computer S imulation Design ,
Development and Validation. MiEre Corp., Beclrord,
HI7~^une"T?827TMTF^HzrT5"7~lD-B067 977L) .
SIMSCRIPT is used for a discrete-event gueueing
simulation of a communications system control
system, as part of system support analyses of
man- machine resources within a computer system.
c) Groves, A.W., and Kaercher, R.L. A Sim ulat ion to
Analyse P ilot Workload in an ElecTro- Optical,
fliqnt^ Low -Leve l Environment. Sir Force TnsTitute
or" Technology, WngnT-P"att*erson AFB, OH, March
1981 (AFIT/GST/OS/81M-5, AD-A101 138).
A time-seguenced network of reguired tasks,
with priority servicing by a single server, is
used to model 30 minutes of visual navigation and
terrain following, incorporating 20 tasks.
d) Schmidt, D.K. "A Queueing Analysis of the Air
Traffic Controller's Workload", IEEE Transa cti ons
on Systems, Man. and Cybernetics, ITMC-B, "TTo . ~5,
T978*7~ppr~492^§37
A gueueing theory formulation was used to
analyse the workload of air traffic controllers.
The model was then used to predict average delay
and server occupancy as a function of demand.
e) Taguchi, K ( and Murotsu, Y. "Simulation Studies
of Evacuation of Passengers and Crews on Board, "
Ergonomics, Vol. 20, No. 3, 1977, p 329.
~2ueueing models are applied to the flows of
passengers from doorways ana exits, to determine
selection of passages and widths of passageways,
based on delays of the flows and evacuation times.
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f) Wichansky, A.M. "Human Factors Aspects of
Queueing: A Critcal Review". Human Factors, Vol.
18, No. 2, 1976, pp. 161-172.
A general look at queueing theory and its use
in describing customer behavior and human waiting
behavior.
REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Bronson, Richard. Schaum's Outline,
Problems of Operations " EesearcET Ne"w lorT:
"HcEraw^TTilTBooK Company, 19877
Excellent, clear introduction to queueing
systems and (M/M/1) queues, plus separate explana-
tion of more complex models and how to use them.
b) Daellenbach, H.G., and others. Introduction to
Operations Research Techniques, Second" "Ta'ition.
Boston: ATlyn 5 Bacon, TncTT T983.
Simple models are glossed over: heavier reli-
ance on mathematical derivations than is usual in
this text.
c) Hillier, F.S., and Lieberman, G.l. Intr oductio n
to 3 pera tion s R esearch. San "Francisco:
Holden^Uay , inc., 19BU7
Heavy emphasis on exponential distribution, but
no simple explanation of how to use the simple
models to find answers. Detailed discussion of
mathematical derivations and manipulations.
d) Ross, S.M. In trod uction to Probability Models .
New York: Academic~Fress, 198*0".
Succinct explanation, in mathematical terms,
with no numerical examples provided.
e) Rouse, W.B. Systems Engineering Models .of
Human-Ma chine Interaction." Hew lork": HorFFT
HoIIandT-TSBTT.
Considers queues of tasks, and queueing theory
is used to predict human performance at completing
tasks. However, simple models are glossed over,
and great detail is given to one rather complex
model of flight management.
f) Wagner, H.M. Principles of Operations Res earch .
New Jersey: PrenEIce-EalTT Inc. , "~T9"75.
~
Excellent, clear introduction to the subject,
and to the exponential distribution family. clear
explanation of more complex models, also.
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L. RELIABILITY MODELS
1. PURPOSE OF MO DEL/T EC H NI QOE : Estimating expected time
of failure, probability of failure in a given time
period, etc. , for a given system with Jcnown failure
rate (or survival rate) distribution.
For example, data collected on frequency of misinter-
preting information on a given CRT display format may
indicate that time between errors is a random vari-
able that closely fits an exponential listribution,
with rate A = 2 per hour. Given this, we can use
properties of that distribution to make calculations.
On the average, the mean time to failure will be 1/A
= 1/2 hour. The probability that no failure will
occur in the first 15 minutes is the exponential
survival function, exp(-At) = exp {-2 X 0.25) = 0.61.
Probability of no failure in 1/2 hour is 0.37, in 1
hour is 0.14, etc.
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS REQUIRED OR USEFUL:
a) Algebra
b) Single variable calculus ,
c) Probability theory
d) Descriptive statistics
e) Graphs and plots
3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual differences, as related to
accuracy and errors.
b) Describing systems, and predicting how long we
expect them to perform.
c) Evaluating human performance over a long period of
time, based on measured failures/errors during a
shorter data collection period which can be used
to develop a model.
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USED IN LITER ATURE :
a) Askren, W. B. , and Regulinski, T.L. "Quantifying
Human Performance for Reliability Analysis of
Systems," Human Factors, Vol. 11, No. 4, 1569, pp.
343-35 0. *
A general mathematical model of the probability
of errorless human performance was derived, ana
equated to human reliability for time-continuous
tasks. Weibull, gamma, and log-normal density
functions were determined to be relevant descri-
bers of the data.
b) Meister, David. Comparative Analysis of Human
Reliabil ity Models. B"unk"er-R~amo C*orp., SovemFer
TT7T7~7TU0'74=T0T7~NPS U 147484).
A total of 22 models were analysed to evaluate
their ability to predict performance of humans in
operating and maintaining military systems.
Simulation models were found more powerful than
analytic models. Output usually consisted of
probability of successful task/system performance
and completion time.
c) Meister, David. "Methods of Predicting Human
Reliability in Man-Machine Systems", Human
Factors, Vol. 6, 1964, pp. 621-645.
~A* simple multiplicative probability model for
human error prediction is reviewed and evaluated.
Performance reliabilities for task elements are
progressively combined through the use of the
series product rule, to yield reliability esti-
mates for tasks. mission phases, and the overall
system. Altman's Data Store is used to obtain the
elemental reliability values.
d) Naval Sea Systems Command. Human Reliabilit y
Prediction System User's Manual. ftasHington.
U7CT7~15ecember T9~77 7113-111 58-5TBT7
Both human and equipment mean-time-before-
failure and mean-time-to -repair values are used
in predicting and demonstrating system effective-
ness and for predicting human reliability, in a
weapons system environment.
e) Pew, R.W. et al. Critical Review and Analysis of
Performance Models " A"ppITcab"Te" to " Han-Ha cEin e
STsEem"~"E*vaJua£i on. Bolt, Berenak", ancTITewman,
Tnc77~Ca mcr id ge7~ MA, March 197 7 (BBN No. 34 46,
AFOSR-TR-77-0520, AD-A038 597) .
Altman* s Data Store and other data bank-type
models of human reliability are surveyed and eval-
uated, as part of this 300-page comprehensive
report.
f) Pollard, D., and Cooper, M.B. "An Extended
Comparison of Telephone Keying and Dialing
Performance", Ergonomics, Vol. 21, No. 12, 1979,
p. 107.
The reliability of office workers performing
dialing and keying tasks was investigated. An
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exponential curve was found to be a good fit for
keying error data.
g) Siegel, A.I-/ Wolf, J. J., and Lautman, M.R. "A
Familv of Models for Measuring Human Reliability",
Proceedings of the 1975 Annual Reliability and
M"ain€ainaf)ili€T Symposi um, TEEIT7 WasKmgFon, T3U,
7T757~pp7~- 110- 1 15.
A set of stochastic, digital simulation models
for human performance in man-machine systems is
described. One of these will yield predictions of
integrated system reliability, considering both
equipment ana human performance.
5. REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Barlow, R. E. , and Proschan, Frank. Statisti cal
Theory of Reliability and Life Testincf
:
FroBabili^y Models. "Silver Springs, lid". , To Begin
tfr£E~Ffesst T9T57~19 81.
Probabilistic underpinnings of reliability
determination; very complete; mathematically
sophisticated.
b) Cox, D.R. Renewal Theor y . London: Methuen and
Company, Ltd. , 19~5"2.
A Brief, succinct mathematical text on the
renewal aspect of reliability.
SIHOIATIOH MODELS
1 - PURPOSE OF MO DEL/TECHNI QUE : Building an experimental
model of a system when uncertainties, dynamic or
complicated interactions, and interdependence among
variables makes the development of an analytical
model difficult or impossible. The simulation model
then can be used with a computer to evaluate and
compare specific alternatives, and to make
predictions about the system. Simulation can be
considered the laboratory or experimental arm of
operations research.
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS REQUIRED OR USEFUL: While any of
the following may be needed for a given simulation
model, only logic and set theory, descriptive statis-
tics, experimental design, computer programming, and
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computer software packages will almost always be
required.
a) Algebra, simple, linear, Boolean
b) Geometry, plane, spherical, analytic
c) Trigonometry
d) Calculus, single variable, multiple variable
e) Logic and set theory
f) Fuzzy set theory
g) Probability theory
h) Statistics, descriptive, inferential
i) Experimental design
j) Graphs and plots




a) Describing individual differences, where the indi-
vidual is considered in more detail or complexity
than can be handled through simple analytical
models; examples include the Computerized
Accomodated Percentage Evaluation model (see
Bittner) , and Computerized Biomechanical
Man-Machine Model (see McDaniel) , both anthropome-
tric descriptions of humans.
b) Describing systems, where the systems are dynamic
in nature or where variables are known to
interact; examples include describing a man-
machine system during an air intercept mission
(see Meldr urn) .
c) Designing systems such as control panels (see
Bonney and Williams) , workspaces (see McDaniels) ,
task allocations (see Parks and Springer) , and
individual tasks (see tfortraan and others).
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d) Evaluating human performance such as that observed
in complex crewstations (see Strieb and Wherry) .
4. DESCRIPTION:
a) Model: A system or process is described as a
function of ten things:
i) The system itself, which has dynamic
phenomena—inputs, components, behaviors,
and outputs--that are being studied.
ii) Entitie s or elements of the system--
components whose behaviors are traced
through the system or time period of
interest. Classes of entities can be
concrete or abstract, and include people,
machines, various objects, signals, bits of
data, and tasks.
iii) At tributes of the entities— size, quantity,
requirements, responses— that characterize
their behaviors in the system. A ttribut e
values can be numerical or can be word
descriptions (responses can be verbal, hand-
written, keyed, etc.).
iv) Membership relationships of entities, such
as shared attributes which cause them to
belong to sets or files (temporarily or
permanently) . Files also may have attri-
butes, such as capacity or a finite useful
life.
v ) Activites related to the entities: dynamic
operations which entities can perform or
which can be performed upon them.
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vi) States of the entities and of the system as
a whole: the configuration at a given point
in time which has been defined by file or
entity attributes and ongoing activities.
The initial state is a special case which is
defined by the experimenter at the start of
the simulation.
vii) Events, which describe any change in the
state of a system and which result in its
dynamic behavior. Events can be exogenous ,
the result of some occurance outside the
system, or endogenous, resulting from activ-
ites of the system's own entities. If all
events result either from constant exogenous
inputs or from deterrainistric endogenous
consequences, the simulation is called
deterministic that is, the same set of
inputs always will result in exactly the
same simulation outputs. If events result
from inputs that are subject to random
phenomena, this is considered to be a
stochastic simulation or a Monte Carlo simu-
lation. Randomness in the initial values of
entity attributes, in changes in attribute
values, or in the timing of events can be
provided through inputting of random numbers
representing the probability distribution
most appropriate for the system under study.
As a result of this randomness, simulation
outputs will differ from run to run,
reflecting that specified probability
distribution.
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viii) Time representati on, as the system
progresses through the events of interest.
Fi xed-tim e increments (also known as time-
step incrementation) can be used if events
occur on a fairly regular basis, so that
there are not long periods of inactivity; in
this case, time elapses period by period
(second by second, or day by day) .
Va ri able- time i ncrementing (also called
event-step incrementation) is used if many
time periods will contain no activities.
This kind of program progresses according to
an e vent list, which governs the progress of
the program in much the same manner as
seconds or days would--except that the
length of periods is not a constant. This
latter type of programming requires more
skill than does the simpler time-step
incrementing.
ix) Decision rules or operating rules . which
provide logical links between entities,
activities, events, and resulting states of
the system. To use computer jargon, if
certain entity and activity requirements are
met, then a specified change of state will
occur, else the system* s state will remain
unchanged.
x) A f low diagram or algorithm. This is a
useful tool which depicts the orderly and
logical flow of events as a series of boxes
and arrows, covering the sequence or time
period of interest. The above-noted system
parameters are described in that diagram
(see Figure 6. 5) .
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b) Assum pti ons: Simulation models vary widely,
depending on the system being modeled. As a
result, assumptions must be made on a case-by-case
basis (and should be clearly stated for each
model). However, the following three assumptions
probably apply to most such models.
i) Algorithm validity . The flow diagram
describing the system, used for developing
the computer program, is an adequate repre-
sentation of the real system for obtaining
useful results.
ii) Known constant s. All constant parameters
used in the model are known values, obtained
through some empirical data collection
process or through logical deductions.
iii) Known probability distribu tions .
Randomly-distributed events can be
adequately characterized by known discrete
or continuous probability distributions;
values for these distributions can be
obtained for use in computer runs by means
of mathematical transforms of values
obtained from a random number generator.
For many simulations, the assumption is made
that the individual observations of the
variables (variable values obtained for use
in the simulation) are independent (uncorre-
cted) and are drawn from a single normal
(Gaussian) distribution with constant mean
and standard deviation. A second popular
distribution is the exponential distribu-
tion, for which the same assumptions of a
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constant mean and independent values are
made.
c ) Strengths:
i) Simulation techniques can be used for prob-
lems which cannot be handled through analyt-
ical modeling techniques.
ii) Simulations provide a means of experime ntin g
with proposed systems before they actually
are developed and implemented.
iii) Simulation models do not require as great a
degree of abstraction, simplification, and
approximation as do analytical models; simu-
lation models may be fairly true representa-
tions of the real world.
iv) The procedure of preparing an algorithmic
flow diagram is a very useful tool in
designing a model which represents a system
adequately; the orderly thought process
required can aid the experimenter in picking
up flaws in his logic.
d) Weakness es
:
i) Simulation cannot be used to find the "best"
solution for a system problem. Rather, it
is an aid to analysis which can be used to
compare various alternatives— but does not
find a better one if the experimenter has
not already thought of it. Optimization is
done via trial and error.
ii) Simulation models must include a great deal
of detail in order to be successful repre-
sentations of a system. Thus model building
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effort is much greater than for an analyt-
ical model.
iii) The answers resulting from stochastic simu-
lation must be considered estimates, and are
subject to statistical error. A large
number of simulation runs are necessary in
order to achieve statistical significance
(similar to other forms of experimentation)
.
iv) Simulation models, being complicated,
frequently can eat up computer time at an
enormous rate. Large numbers of runs can be
required to validate that the model behaves
like the real system, to estimate model
responses to various parameter settings, and
to determine relationships among these
parameters. The process is expansive.
v) Although many simulation studies concern
investigation of systems that operate
continually in a steady-state condition,
simulation models cannot operate
continually; they must start and stop. The
performance of the simulated system cannot
be representative of the real one until it
essentially has reached a steady-state
condition, through many runs. This makes it
especially difficult to use these models to
predict steady-state behavior.
vi) Selection of values for starting conditions
(initial states) is important in determining
how soon a simulated state similar to the
real system's steady state is achieved. Yet
estimating such values with an adequate
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degree of accuracy can be impossible
—
indeed, may be the purpose for which the
simulation is intended!
vii) The assumption of statistically independent
random observations from a given probability
distribution often is not correct, when
modeling the real world. For example, the
waiting time of one customer in a gueue is
definitely dependent on the waiting time of
the person ahead of him in line.
e) Proc edur es: Not all of the procedures listed here
will be appropriate for any one simulation model;
the user must pick and choose according to what
the system actually is like.
i) Define the system of interest, setting
limits on just what portions will be modeled
and to what degree simplification and
approximation will be allowed.
ii) Specify the classes of entities to be
included, and enumerate the entities
themselves.
iii) Assign attributes to the entities, including
only those attributes which are appropriate
for this system and this degree of system
representation. Give a range of allowed
values for each attribute (numerical or
otherwise descriptive) .
iv) Determine the relationships among the
entities— what similarities do they have,
and how does a change in one affect another?
Identify appropriate sets or files into
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which entities will fall during the
simulation.
v) For each entity, define what activites it
will be allowed to perform, and what opera-
tions can be performed on it.
vi) Define the allowable states for each entity,
and specify the initial value which will be
used for the state of each entity.
vii) Determine the events which will occur during
the simulation process, including both those
that are exogenous and those that are
endogenous. Ascertain which events are most
appropriately represented as deterministic
inputs and which are better modeled as
stochastic inputs. For stochastic values,
decide what probabiity distribution will be
used to generate those values. Find the
correct mathematical transform formula to
convert randomly-generated numbers into
values of that probability distribution (for
inverse transformations, see Daellenbach and
others, p. 469; Hillier and Lieberman, p.
650; or Wagner, p. 930).
viii) Decide whether fixed-time or variable-time
incrementation will be used.
ix) Prepare the set of decision rules which will
be used in the program. These should be
based on the entities, attributes, relation-
ships, activities, and states of the system.
x) Design the experiment which is to be run via
simulation. This includes both the
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selection of the constants, independent
.variables, and dependent variables, and also
determiniation of the statistical procedures
which will be used to evaluate experimental
results. Use of statistical analysis
computer packages (SAS, SPSS, etc.) can be
very helpful.
xi) Draw an -algorithmic flow diagram describing
the system and the process it will go
through during the simulation runs.
xii) Write a computer program for the algorithm
(or have it written by someone who does that
for a living). Use of one of the specially-
designed simulation languages is highly
recommended (SIMSCRIPT, GASP, SIMULA, GPSS,
etc.). For some simulation problems, canned
software packages may already be available
(for human factors use: SAINT, HOS, CAPABLE,
COMBIMAN, CAFES, etc. ; see literature
references at the end of this section)
.
xiii) Using the values of the independent vari-
ables previously decided upon in the
computer program, run the simulation to
validate its ability to represent the system
being modeled. Modify the program, if
necessary. Once the model is validated,
continue the runs until the desired degree
of precision is reached for the resulting
dependent variables (for a stochastic
simulation) .
xiv) Use the pre-selected statistical evaluation
techniques on data obtained from the
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simulation runs to determine if results are
statistically significant, etc. Sensitivity
analysis also is especially important here,
to determine which variables are the crit-
ical ones.
f) Qlker calculations that may be made: The variety
of purposes for which simulation moisls are being
used
w
in the human factors field is illustrated
below in the literature references. Other uses
certainly will be found, as human factors engi-
neers become familiar with simulation techniques.
5. MILI TARY EXAMPLE (adapted from examples in Hillier




i) Essentially the same situation will be
modeled here as was described in Chapter 6,
Section H., Queueing Processes. However,
interarrival times and service times will be
assumed to follow a uniform (square) prob-
ability distribution rather than an exponen-
tial one. Thus, queueing model calculations
cannot be made in the usual way.
ii) A fighter aircraft is ingressing toward a
fixed target, crossing hostile territory.
Various enemy ground-based radar systems
illuminate the aircraft from time to time,
with time distribution approximately that of
a continuous uniform random variable with




iii) Warning that he is being illuminated by a
threat radar is provided to the pilot on his
radar warning display (RWD) . He must take
some kind of defensive or deceptive action
when this occurs: drop chaff or flares, jam
the radar, or make jinking maneuvers with
his aircraft. The time required to take an
appropriate action also approximately is a
continuous uniform random variable, with
range 1 to 19 seconds (average time 10
seconds) .
iv) At time zero (the start of the scenario
being modeled) , the aircraft will be consid-
ered to be in a steady state condition,
since it has been behind enemy lines for
five minutes. No radar systems presently
are illuminating the aircraft, and no defen-
sive countermeasures maneuvers are underway.
b) Procedures
:
i) The system of interest will be defined as a
single-server gueueing system.
ii) There are two classes of entities: radar
illuminations (threat warnings) , which are
the "customers", and aircraft pilots (the
"servers"). There is only one entity in the
class of pilots: the single pilot of our
aircraft of interest. The class of threat
warning entities is infinite in size, with
entities considered all equivalent, and
identitifed only by the sequence of their
arrivals.
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Figure 6.5 Flow Diagraa for Simulation Hodel
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iii) Threat warning entities have only one attri-
bute of interest for this study: their
interarrival times. As previously noted,
these are considered to be uniformly
distributed, with range 6 to 25 seconds.
The pilot also has only one attribute of
interest: his countermeasure response times.
These also are uniformly distributed, within
a range of 1 to 19 seconds.
iv) Relationships between the entities that are
of interest to this study are: (a) a threat
warning must preceed a pilot response, and
(b) a threat warning will not go away until
the pilot has responded to it.
v) Activites of the two entities will be
limited to the following: (a) a radar illu-
mination will result in a threat warning to
the pilot, and (b) the pilot will take a
defensive countermeasure action which will
result in disappearance of the threat
warning (and presumably supression of the
threat)
.
vi) Allowable states of the radar illuminations
are (a) absent, or (b) present. Allowable
states for the pilot are (a) free, or (b)
busy.
vii) Only two kinds of events will occur: (a)
arrival of radar illumination threat warn-
ings, as stochastic inputs, and (b) comple-
tion of a defensive maneuver by the pilot,
also as a stochastic input.
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viii) Time incrementing for this example will be
done using the event-^step procedure for
variable time increments.
ix) Two decision rules may prove useful in
programming this situation: (a) If the pilot
is free when a threat warning arrives, then
the threat is countered, else the threat
joins the queue; (b) If a pilot countermea-
sure is completed when at least one threat
is in queue, then the next threat will be
countered, else the pilot is free.
x) The experiment to be performed for this
simulation is to determine the percent of
time the pilot will not be able to complete
his mission, given these circumstances. It
will be assumed that "mission completion"
will be equivalent to "no more than two
threats in the system at any one time" (an
extremely simple definition, but one that
can be tested and measured) . A "mission"
will be considered to be one complete cycle,
or that period of time between queues: a new
mission will be started (for testing
purposes) each time the number of threats in
the system drops to zero.
The statistic to be calculated is:
Expected % of mission failures =
100 X no. of cycles containing 3 threats
"""
" total no*T of cycles.
xi) An algorithmic flow diagram of the system of
interest is shown in Figure 6.5.
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xii) One-digit random numbers can be used to
generate the random observations from the
two Uniform distributions. If random number
is drawn, this will represent an interar-
rival time of 6 seconds, or a service time
of 1 second; 1 will give an interarrival
time of 8, or a service time of 3; 2 will
give an interarrival time of 10, or a
service time of 5; and so on, incrementing
interarrival times by twos, up to random
number 9 representing 24 seconds, and incre-
menting service times by twos, up to random
number 9 representing 19 seconds.
xiii) Although a computer program could be written
to perform the required simulation (and
certainly should be, if enough runs are to
be made for statistical significance) , the
required procedure can be illustrated here
simply as is shown in Table 6.
xiv) This table follows the simulation through
five cycles (number of threats drops to zero
five times) . In only one cycle does the
number of threats in the system climb to
three—criterion for mission failure.
The resulting statistic for mission failure
is:
Expected % of mission failures =
100 X 1/5 = 20%.
6. USED IN LITER ATUR E:
a) Bittner, A.C.. Jr. Computerized Accomodated




SAMPLE SIMULATION EONS: FI7E CYCLES
Arrival Service Next
time time service Number
Random incre- Next Incre- comple- Event of









13 37 24 1
14 48 34 2
6 13 50 37 1
a 14 62 48 2
1 3 5 50 1
Cycle 2
• • • 53
1/1 8 70 3 65 62 1
Cycle 3
• • • 65V 12 82 19 89 70 18 90 82 2
4 9 98 89 1
1 8 98 90 2V 8 106 11 109 98 218 124 106 3
2 5 114 109 2
1 3 117 1 14 1
Cycle 4
117%6 16 140 13 137 124 1
Cycle 5
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Pacific Missile Test Center, Pt. Mugu. CA
,
December 1976. (PMTC-TP-76-46 , AD-A035 205).
About a dozen research efforts are reviewed
which employ Monte Carlo simulation for computer-
ized accomodated percentage evaluation (CAPE).
These models are used to determine what proportion
of the population will be able to use a given
system, based on anthropometry.
b) Bonne'
Computer Program
iey, M.C., and Williams, R.W. "CAPABLE: A
•ut to Lay Out Controls and Panels",
Ergonomics. Vol. 20, No, 3. 1979, pp. 297-316.
A" computer program called Controls and Panel
Arrangement by Logical Evaluation (CAPABLE) is
described, and results of its use are discussed.
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c) Hudson, E.H. "Adaptive Techniques on
Multiparameter Problems", Human Factors, Vol. 11,
No. 6, 19 6 9. pp. 5 61-56 8.
A simulation technique is used for conducting
multiparameter experiments so that the number of
data points investigated is a minimum. The method
is based on observations that human responses to
psychophysiological inputs are lawful rather than
random, and so can be predicted from mathematical
equations. Data collected from a few points in
the experimental matrix are fitted with a low-
order polynomial, using a computer program to
evaluate the coefficients. Various values
predicted from this equation are compared with
other data values, and improvments are made in the
fit as needed.
d) McDaniel, J.W. Computerized Biomech anical
Han-Model. Aerospace M"e<IicaI Research LaoT
¥rTghT=Tatterson AFB, OH, July 1976
(AMRL-TR-78-30, AD-A032 402).
COMBIMAN is a computerized interactive graphics
technique for workplace design. The simulation
allows manipulation of a three-dimensional male
form of variable anthropometry, and the designing
of a workspace around him, using a lightpen.
e) Meldrum, tf.G. A Digital Simulation with Human
Inte raction of One vs. 5§.EI~l!ir-T:o-ATr TnTercepT .
Master' s tresis, Uaval Postgraduate ScTiodT, "TTarch
1973 (NPS T 154600) .
A single- vs. multiple-aircraft intercept
mission is modeled using digital simulation,
incorporating computer graphics and dynamic human
interaction. MOE is probability of kill at each
position of possible weapon release.
f) Parks, D.L., and Springer, R.E. "Human Factors
Engineering Analytic Process Definition and
Criterion Development for CAFES", Ergonomics
Abstracts, Vol. 10, No. 1, 1978, p. 94. ~
~TEe ~ Computer Aided Function-Allocation
Evaluation System {CAFES) is evaluated for ability
to support human factors engineering in systems
development.
g) Shubik, Martin, and Brewer, G.D. Models
,
Simulations, and Games—a Survey. R"and
Corporation, May" 1972~~(IF7U60-AHPI7Rc, NPS U
151521).
Approximately 450 active military models, simu-
lations, and games were identified, from which 132
were chosen for study. Four types were identifed:
analytic models, machine simulation, man-machine
simulation, and free-form gaming. Purpose,
usefulness, and expense of each model was anal-
ysed. An inverse relationship between size and
usefulness was observed.
h) Siegel, A. I. , and Wolf, J.J. Digital Behav iora l
Simulation: State-of-the-Art and Implica tio ns.
A"ppIiecT"FsychorogicaT Services, Inc., Wayne, "FA",
June 1981 1AD-A128 641) .
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A review, analysis, and appraisal, along with
presentation of examples of current models-
problems in model design. cost-benefit tradeoffs,
and future trends in Behavioral modeling also are
discussed, along with recommendations for develop-
ment and maintenance of current Army models.
i) Streib, M.I. , and Wherry, E.J., Jr. An
Introduction to Hum an Operator Simulator.
XnalyfTcs. Inc. , "RilXow (Trove, P"A~7 December iy/9
(TR-1U00.02-D, AD-A097 520).
EOS is a digital computer program used in eval-
uation of performance in complex crewstations. The
activities of an operator (perception, physical
movement. decision making, etc.) are simulated
dynamically. The system predicts how long each
activity will take.
See also The Human Operator Simulator, Vol. 9,
HOS Study GuicTe, Ey "H.I. "STrieE ,"7.5. Glenn, and
RTJ. TOerry, Jr. (September 1978, TR- 1320- Vol-9,
AD-A094 353J.
j) Wortman, D.B. , and others. The SAINT User 1 s
Manual. Pritsker and Associates, Inc., "UesT:
Lafayette, IN. June 1978 (AD-A058 724) .
SAINT (Systems Analysis of Integrated Networks
of Tasks) is a network modeling and simulation
technique used in design and analysis of complex
man-machine systems. Systems can consist of
discrete tasks, continuous state variables, and
interactions between them.
See also Simulation Using, SAINT: A
User-Oriented Instruction Manual, by THe same
a~uTh"ors~TJuIy 1Y7Z^-m=XV5 8 £77) .""
REFERENCES ANE TEXTS:
a) Daellenbach, H.G.. and others. Introduction to
Operations Research Techniques, Second ~~EdiTTon.
Boston: ATlyn 5 Bacon, IS c -" , rST83.
Good introduction to the subject. Excellent
examples of flow diagrams, and of setting up data
for simulation runs. Good discussion of simula-
tion programming languages.
b) Hillier, F.S. , and lieberman, G.L. Intr od uction
to O pera tions Research. San Francisco:
Holien-Uay7""Tnc. , 1T3TJ7
3ood examples. Good discussion of variance
reducing techniques (Monte Carlo techniques)
.
c) Wagner, H. M. Princip les of Operations Research .
New Jersey: Pr entice -HallT Inc., 1975."
Excellent, clear introduction to the subject,
with emphasis on the procedures used in building a
simulation model.
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711. MODELS FOE OPTIMIZING
The techniques covered here are representative of those
used to obtain the best possible solution to a problem when
a number of constraints also must be met. These constraints
may be laid on us by physical laws (we cannot exceed the
speed of light, for example) , man-made laws
(55-mile-per-hour speed limits) , or simple economics (we
have only so much money to spend on gasoline)
.
In this section, we will consider linear programming,
nonlinear programming, network analysis, and distribution
models. These four operations research models (and corre-
sponding techniques) are used to find satisfactory solutions
to problems involving the allocation, use, or distribution
of scarce resources. The scarce resources usually are
money, time, equipment, or people—all available in less-
than-infinite quantities. The optimum solution for such a
problem may be one that maximizes some measure of benefit or
utility (such as profit or survivability), or minimizes some
measure of cost [Ref. 42].
l inear programming, the first of these four techniques,
is a geometric or algebraic procedure for optimum allocation
of some resource between two or more alternatives, in light
of certain goals and in light of certain constraints or
conditions [Ref. 43]. Emphasis is on optimum allocat ion or
mix, and on linear (straight line) relationships among vari-
ables. The term "programming" does not refer to computer
programming (although that usually is involved, for real-
life problems) ; rather, it is a synonym for "planning"— for
an orderly, step-wise approach to a problem.
Nonlinear programmi ng also is used for obtaining an
optimum allocation of resources, but does not require that
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relationships be linear- Only rarely can graphical or alge-
braic procedures be used "by hand" to solve real-life prob-
lems which have nonlinear constraints. Computer software
packages are widely used for this purpose.
Network flow models are useful for determining the best
path along which to transport resources, in order to meet
needs for these at various locations or times. In addition
to their use for transportation of physical goods, network
analysis techniques are used for project planning and
control—the flow of a project through the steps needed for
its completion. Two well-known network techniques for the
latter problem are the Program Evaluation and Review
Technique (PERT) , and the Critical Path Method (CPM)
.
Finally, d istribution models are used when a commodity
is available at a number of sources and is needed at a
number of destinations. The goal is to identify the least-
cost transportation plan, from sources to destinations,
while meeting the requirements of the users at the destina-
tions and remaining within the amounts of the commodity
available for distribution.
A. LIHEAfi PROGRAMHIflG MODELS
1« PURPOSE OF MODEL/TECHNIQUE: Determining the best way
to allocate scarce resources among the demands of
competing activities so that either the level of
service (productivity) is maximized or the cost is
minimize!—while operating within a set of
constraints.
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS RECJJIRED OR USEFUL:
a) Algebra, simple, linear
b) Descriptive statistics




*3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Designing systems , where relationships among
system variables can be described in terras of a
set of linear equations, and an optimum allocation
of a scarce resource is needed.
U . DESCRIPTION
:
a) Model: A system or process is described as a
function of seven things:
i) A set of decisio n variables (factors over
which the allocator has control) that repre-
sent the amounts of each scarce resource
(people, dollars, weapons) to be allocated
among those who want them.
ii) An objective f uncti on or mathematical state-
ment which relates the decision variables to
each other via a linear equation; for
example:
a(x1) + b(x2) = z,
representing the proportions, a and b, of
dollars, x, going to activities 1 and 2, to
yield a total of z dollars. This function
may be minimized (e.g., total costs, z, be
as small as possible) or maximized (e.g.,
productivity, z, be as great as
possible) — depending on whether the decision
variable represents costs or benefits.
iii) A set of maximum- set ting constraints (supply
constraints) , which say that various deci-
sion variables cannot exceed certain values
(that the amounts are limited— by law,
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physics, economics, the nature of measure-
ments, etc.). These must be expressed as
linear equations or as linear inequalities.
iv) A set of minimum-setting constraints (demand
constraints) , which say that at least a
certain amount of some decision variables
must be available— again expressed as linear
equations or inequalities. This includes
non-negati vit y constraints, which say that
the amount of each decision variable must be
greater-than-or-egual-to zero.
v) At least one feasible solut ion which simul-
taneously satisfies all constraints. If
there are more than one, the set of feasible
solutions is called a feasible region.
vi) At least one opti mal so lution , which is a
feasible solution that yields the most
favorable value for the objective function
(sometimes there will be an infinite number
of these, if the line representing the
objective function happens to be parallel to
the constraint line that is setting the
limits) .
vii) A st opping rule (needed for the algebraic
simp lex method^ which specifies a way to
recognize an optimal solution and to discon-
tinue the iterations that have been seeking
that optimum.
b) Assumptions:
i) Divi sibility . All variables can assume any
real value—fractional or integer (in tege r
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linear programming is a subcategory which
does not require this assumption; see
Daellenbach and others, p. 519; Hillier and
Lieberman, p. 714; Wagner, p. 469).
ii) Non-negativity, Ail variables are non-
negative (exist in quantities greater- than-
or-equal-to zero) . If it should happen that
an activity can occur at negative as well as
positive levels (e.g., we have the option of
either buying or selling one of the items we
consider to be decision variables) , two
separate decision variables are introduced:
x+ for non-negative levels and x- for non-
positive levels. Their difference,
x = (x+) - (x-)
represents the actual level of the activity.
iii) Linearity . All relationships among vari-
ables are linear or can be represented
linearly through transformations. That is,
the contribution of each variable is
strictly proportional to its value, constant
over the entire range of values that vari-
able can assume. Also, the contributions of
the variables are addit ive : the total
equals the sum of the individual contribu-
tions, regardless of the values of the vari-
ables (i.e., there are no interactions).
Even if this assumption is not met exactly,
linear programming remains a convenient and
powerful approximation, if relationships are
close to linear within the range of solution
values [Ref. 44].
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iv) Known constants . All parameters of the
model are known constants. That is, the
relationships expressed in the describing
equations (the coefficients of the decision
variables in the objective function and in
the constraints) have already been deter-
mined. This assumption also is violated at
times, since linear programming models are
used to select some future course of action.
This requires that the parameters be based
on predictions of future conditions
—
introducing some uncertainty.
v ) Convexity. The set of constraints must form
a feasible region which is a convex polyhe-
dron. This guarantees that any locall y
maximum solution is also globa lly max imum ,
and that no two constraints are mutually
exclusive.
c ) Strengths:
i) Commercial computer programs are available
that are capable of solving huge problems
with thousands of variables and constraints,
using variations of the simplex method.
This is possible since the number of itera-
tions needed to find a solution increases
only linearly with the number of
constraints.
ii) Smaller problems (two or three variables and
a half-dozen constraints) can be solved
graphically (as is illustrated below) . Axes
on the graph represent the decision
variables, and the contraints are shown as




i) It is necessary to set up both the objective
function and all constraints as linear equa-
tions or inequalities. Thus relationships
among the variables must be expressable in
the same general terms and be approximately
linear.
ii) Even with the use of efficient computer
programs, solving large systems of equations
simultaneously is time-consuming and
expensive.
iii) While the algebraic simplex method can be
used "by hand" for problems of up to half-a-
dozen variables and constraints, computa-
tions are arduous and prone to error.
e) General Procedures:
i) Define clearly the resources that are to be
allocated (the decision variables) ; deter-
mine what units these will be expressed in
(dollars, man-months, kilograms, years,
miles, etc. --as is appropriate to the
problem) . Assign a different symbol to
represent each decision variable (x1 r x2,
x3, etc., for dollars going to activity 1,
activity 2, activity 3, etc.). Determine
whether maximizing or minimizing will be
done.
ii) Determine the mathematical relationships
among the decision variables, and express
these in the form of a linear equation
(objective function) . Linear regressio n may
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be useful for setting up this equation, if
empirical data are available but the linear
relationships among them are not obvious.
The resulting equation should be of the
form
:
(a1) (x1) + (a2) (x2) + = z, (7.1)
where a1 and a2 are the coefficients
relating the variables, x1 and x2, and z is
the total value to be maximized or
minimized.
iii) Enumerate the constraints which must be met.
Formulate these into linear equations or
inequalities, using the same symbols and
units for decision variables as appear in
the objective function. These constraints
usually will be in the form of inequalities,
such that the sum of some of the variables
cannot be greater than some specific number
(or less than a given value, in other
cases)
.
f) Procedures for a Graphical Solution . (no more
than three decision variables; two preferred; see
example below).
i) Label the coordinate axes of a standard
Cartesean coordinate system to represent the
decision variables.
ii) Plot all constraints (including non-
negativity constraints) onto these axes to
define the feasible region.
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iii) Lay out the objective function as a series
of contour lin es which represent the
constant slope of that equation, at several
values of z, as it intersects the axes at
various values of the decision variables
iv) For a maximizing problem, that point
farthest to the "northeast" where a contour
lies within the feasible region represents
the best (biggest) possible combination of
decision variables, and the optimum solution
for the objective function within the
constraints.
v) For a minimizing problem, the optimum point
will be found in the "southwest" corner of
the feasible region, in that non-negative
quadrant.
9) Procedures for an Algebraic S olution (using a
computer software package; see references below,
for details of how these computations are done) .
i) Convert all inequalities to equations by
introducing sla ck (for < inequalties) or
surplus (for > inequalities) varia bles .
These represent the amount by which the sum
of the decision variables could be increased
(slack) or decreased (surplus) and still lie
within the feasible region. For example, if
a constraint says that
5(x1) + 2 (x2) < 30, (7.2)
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we can introduce a new variable, (s1), and
say that
5(x1) + 2(x2) + (s1) = 30. (7.3)
ii) Represent the entire linear programming
problem in the form of a table, in detache d
coefficient form (see example below)
.
Variables are laid out across the top of the
table to form columns (x1, x2, x3, s1
,
etc.). The far right-hand column contains
the right-hand side of each constraint equa-
tion. Each row represents one of the
constraints. The coefficients for each
variable in each constraint then form the
body of the table (or matrix). For conven-
ience in entering data, the objective func-
tion also is laid out in this form, either
at the top or the bottom of the constraint
matrix.
iii) Follow the instructions that came with the
computer package, for data entry and for
running the program.
iv) The computer program will provide an optimum




amounts of each scarce resource to be allo-
cated to each activity.
5. ACM EXAMPLE (Hypothetical)
a ) Situation
:
i) A one-on-one engagement is planned between a
fighter and a simulated adversary, in a
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practice dogfight. The fighter is testing
the concept of carrying two types of pod-
mounted guns, each using a different
ammunition. The pilot's performance in
being aisle to switch between the two, as
needed, will be measured.
ii) One type of ammunition {OR) uses spent-
uranium rounds . It weighs 250 lb per 1000
rounds, compared with 200 lb per 1000 rounds
for standard rounds (SR) . The aircraft can
carry a maximum of 1500 lb of ammunition.
iii) Since this is a practice engagement, it is
necessary to keep the cost of ammunition
below $20,000, while enabling the fighter to
be as "lethal" as possible in the dogfight.
The OR ammunition costs more than the SR
($7000 per 1000 rounds, versus $4000) — but
is considered twice as lethal {a fact to
use, if we wish to maximize "lethality'
value)
.
iv) The gun using the OR ammo is less efficient,
firing rounds at a rate of 75 rounds-per-
second (13 sec per 1000 rounds) , to the SR
gun's rate of 100 rounds-per-second (10 sec
for 1000 rounds) . For this engagement, a
total of at least 30 sec of gun employment
time is desired.
v) In order to ensure a fair test, at least





i) Decision variables are UR and SR, repre-
senting the amounts of the two kinds of
ammunition to be carried on one engagement,
in 1000-round units.
ii) The objective function, to be maximized, is
the lethality of fighter performance. Since
UR contributes twice as much as SR to
lethality, the equation is
2DR + SR = z. (7.4) *
Our goal is to find the values of OR and SR
which will yield the maximum value for z,
while meeting the constraints below.
iii) Our constraints, placed in inequality form,
are costs:









13UR + 10SR > 30 (in seconds), (7.7)
quantities:
UR > 1 (in 1000-round units), (7.8)
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SB > 1 (in 1000-round units) (7.9)




iv) This same constraint information can be
represented in tabular form:



















c ) Grap hical Solution. Figure 7. 1 illustrates how
the constraints are mapped onto a two-dimensional
representation of the decision variables, UR and
SR (the axes) and the objective function, z
(dashed lines)
.
The point where the largest
possible z-contour still lies within the feasible
region (cross-hatched) is at (2.2, 1), and repre-
sents the optimum values for OR and SR, respec-
tively, for this linear programming problem.
"Lethality value" of 5.4 is the largest we can
get, within the constraints. Note that the weight
constraint is not a determining factor in the
solution— maximum weight allowance is generous
enough that it does not limit the amounts of the




Figure 7.1 Graphical Solution to ACM Ammunition Problem
representing it does not help define the feasible
region.
d) Checking the Graphical Solution. Substituting the
values of 2.2 for OR and 1 for SR in each of the
constraints, we can show that these are indeed
met:
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(2) (2.2) + (1) (1) = 5.4 "lethality units"
(7) (2.2) + (4) (1) = 19.4 < $20K
(0-25) (2.2) (0.2) (1) = 0.75 < 1.5 K lb
(13) (2.2) + (10) (1) = 38.6 > 30 sec
(2.2) > 1 (1) > 1 1000 rounds
e ) Simp lex solution.
i) Introduce slack and surplus variables:
7UR + 4SR + s1 =20
0.25UR + 0.2SE s2 =1.5
13DR + 10 SR - s3 =30
DR - s4 = 1
SR - s5 = 1
ii) Prepare a detached coefficient table:
Constraints UR SR s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 RHS
costs 7 4 1 20
weight .25 .2 1 1.5
time 13 10 -1 30
quantity 1 -1 1
quantity 1 -1 1
object, funct. 2 10 max
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iii) Enter the above data values into whatever
linear programming software package you have
available on your computer, and follow
instructions for obtaining a solution.
6. USED IN LITER ATOHE:
a) Ayoub, H.A., Ayoub, M.M., and Walvekar, A.G. "A
Biomechanical model for the Upper Extremity Using
Optimization Techniques". Human Facto rs, Vol. 16,
No. 6, 197 4, pp. 585-594.
Three approaches are used for solving an opti-
mization model for arm articulation joints: linear
and geometric programming, dynamic programming,
and simulation.
b) Benjamin, R. "Resources Deployment", Ergonomi cs,
Vol. 15, No. 2, 1972, pp. 192-208.
A basic optimization technique is used to allo-
cate skilled workers according to job require-
ments. The technique should be useful for small
scale problems.
c) Bland, R.G. "The Allocation of Resources by
Linear Programming", Sci entific American, Vol.
244, No. 6, June 1981, ppT~TZF=T"J4 7
The simplex method is discussed in terms of a
"polytope" (three-dimensional solid) . Several
assignment problems are considered in depth. An
excellent tutorial.
d) Freund, I.E., and Sadosky, T.L. "Linear
Programming Applied To Optimization of Instrument
Panel and workplace Layout", Human Factors, Vol.
9, No. 4, 1967, pp. 295-300.
Small linear programming problems are solved by
hand via the Hungarian method (see Daellenbach and
others, p. 175). and product method (described).
The simplex method is used with a computer
program, for a slightly larger problem in instru-
ment layout.
e) Reid, R.A., and Sheets,, E.E. "Applying Linear
Programming to Logistics Planning," Defens e
Management Journal, vol. 20, No. 2, 198"4\ pp.
2&=JU7
Use of "canned " linear programming packages
for desktop microcomputers is described in detail.
A fine tutorial.
REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Bazaraa, M.S., and Jarvis, J.J. Linear
Programming and Network Flows. New York: Join
TJTIey andsonsT 19*72. ~
Highly technical; requires much comfort with
mathematics to follow.
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b) Daellenbach, H.G.. and others. Introduct ion to
Opera tions Researcn Techniques, Second" Edition.





An excellent introductory text, for both linear
and nonlinear programming; easy to read.
c) Hillier, F.S. , and Lieberman, G.L. Introductio n
to Operations R esearch. San "Francisco:
flolden^TJay. inc. , 1T8T77
A readable explanation, for both linear and
nonlinear models.
d) Nagel, S.S. , and Neef, Marian. O per ations
Research Technique s. Beverly Hills: "~S"age
PublicaTions^ TTTb.
Provides a very clear, brief example of how
linear programing can be used.
e) Wagner, H.M. Principles of Operations R esearch .
New Jersey : Prenfice^alTT Inc. , 1975. "
A large number of examples are provided--
clever, but not always easy to follow. Both
linear and nonlinear cases are included.
B. HONLINEAH PROGRAMMING MODELS
1. PURPOSE OF MO DEL/TECHNIQUE: Determining the best way
to allocate scarce resources among the demands of
competing activities so that either the level of
service (productivity) is maximized or the cost is
minimized— while operating within a set of
constraints.
There is no "universal" NLP alogrithm or technique.
Algorithms are tailored to specific program classes.
Computer software packages vary widely, both in
applications and in requirements for use. Thus is it
quite difficult to generalize about this technique.
Potential users are advised to determine whether a
nonlinear programming package is available to them;
if so, they should study documentation on that
particular software package.
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2. MAilEMATICAL TOOLS REQUIRED OR USEFUL:
a) Algebra, simple, linear
b) Calculus, single variable, multiple variable
c) Logic and set theory
d) Descriptive statistics
e) Graphs and plots
f) Computer programming
g) Computer packages
3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Designing systems, where relationships among
system variables can be described mathematically
in a form acceptable to whatever nonlinear
programing computer package is available, and an
optimum allocation of a scarce resource is needed.
4. USED IN LITERATURE:
a) Faerber, R . H. , Jr. Optimal Multimoiel Parameter
Identifica tio n in the sTaTe Space JTocTeT or "Hie
Human ' Op erator.
"
Air Force " Institute oT
TecEnology, ¥nght-Patterson AFB, OH, December
1974 (GE7EE/74-42, AD-A008 707).
Bounded random search techniques are used to
identify parameters of interest, which are input
into a clustering algorithm which identifies the
human's (modeled) j-dimensional hypersurface.
Newt.on-Raphson or gradient search techniques then
are used to determine local and global maxima for
the performance parameters.
b) Kou, R.S. , Glass, B.C., and Vikmanis, M.W.
Reduced Order Observer Model for Antiai rcraf t
Artillery ~UJA) " Tracker Response. "Systems
Research" Labs, Inc., Dayton, ' OH, August 1979
(SRL-6872-7, AD-A080 932).
Luenberger reduced-oraer observer theory, least
squares curve fitting, and the Gauss-Newton
gradient algorithm are used in an iterative simu-
lation of human tracking error.
REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Daellenbach, H.G.. and others. Introduction to
Operations Resear ch Techn iques, Second*- Ecli'tion.
Boston: ATlyn 5 Bacon, Tnc, T983.
An excellent introductory text; easy to read.
b) Hillier, F.S., and Lieberman, G.L. Introductio n




c) Nagel, S.S. , and Neef, Marian. O peration s
Research Technique s. Beverly Hills: Tage
FuBTTcaTionsT 1 9 7 6
.
Provides a very clear. brief example of how
nonlinear programing can be used.
d) Wagner, H.M. Pr inciples of Operations Research .
New Jersey: PrenEice"=TTair7 Inc. , iyvb."
A large number of examples are provided--
clever, but not always easy to follow.
C. UETWOHK HODELS
1- PURPOSE OF MODEL/TECHNIQUE: Determining the best
possible path through a series of events or loca-
tions, in order to maximize flow (or minimize cost or
time) between the start of a process (or a source of
goods) and a specified endpoint.
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS REQUIRED OR USEFUL:
a) Logic and set theory
b) Probability theory [for PERT)
c) Descriptive statistics
d) Graphs and plots
- e) Computer programming
f) Computer packages
3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing systems, where one or more paths
through a system of events can be determined.
b) Designing systems, so that the best possible path
is determined.
4. DESCRIPTION:
a) Model: A network system or process is described
as a function of eight things:
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i) Nodes (vertices) : points in time or space
which represent events, tasks, or locations
(usually shown as circles on a network
3ra£h).
ii) Links (lines, arcs, edges, or branches)
:
connections between any two nodes, associ-
ated with a flow from one to the next.
iii) Direction of the flow, as it moves between
nodes (shown by an arrow head) . All links
can have a flow in either direction
(although flow capacity may have a value of
zero in one direction) ; net flow is the
difference between the two opposing flows.
iv) Capacity (distance, cost) of the flow along
a link between two nodes; a numerical value
which is used in maximizing or minimizing
the quantity of interest, over the entire
network, by choosing the best links. A flow
direction that is not permitted is given a
capacity limit of zero. Positive e xces s
capacity is whatever capacity is unused, in
a given link.
v ) Source: a node which has all those links
that are connected to it directed away from
it.
vi) Sink : a node which has all those links that
are connected to it directed toward it.
vii) Path: a set of connected links such that
any node is passed through at most once.
Excess capacity of the path is the minimum
of the excess capacities of all links in
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that path. A feasible path is a path that
has positive excess capacity, as it goes
from the source to a given node.
viii) Tree: A network having one more node than
links; i.e., the path through the network is
unique for each pair of nodes.
b) Assumpti ons:
i) Divi sibilit y. Flow capacity can assume any
real value—fractional or integer. This
assumption often is violated in the case of
discrete units, if they are sufficiently
numerous to be "essentially" continuous.
ii) Conservation of flow. No flow is lost
within the network.
iii) Opti mality. The solution is optimal if
there is no path from source to sink which
has positive excess capacity in every link.
iv) Non-negativity. All variables exist in
quantities greater-than-or-equal-to- zero.
v ) Line arity. All relationships among vari-
ables are linear (contributions proportional
to values, constant over the possible range
of values, and additive) .
vi) Known constants. All parameters of the
model are known constants— have been empiri-
cally determined in some manner.
vii) Homo geneity and equivalence. The product or
commodity is homogeneous, regardless of its
source or destination. All sources are
equivalent (as are all destinations) , except
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for flow capacities along the links.
Otherwise, we do not care from which source
any destination gets its product.
c) Strengths:
i) The procedure is simple to follow, appeals
to logic, and is easy to defend.
ii) The algorithm is easy to program for
computer use, as is illustrated in the
references below (Daellenbach and others,
Hillier and Lieberman)
.
d) Weak nesses :
i) Only problems with less than a dozen nodes
and links can be done using the graphical
method shown here.
ii) The capacity values for the links are crit-
ical, and must be known with fair accuracy
and precision if a useful answer is to be
obtained.
e ) Procedures : The process described here is known
as the labelin g t echnique. It is used to keep
track of a feasible path (if one exists) from the
source to each node, and to record excess capaci-
ties of the feasible paths to each node £Ref- 45].
i) Identify nodes and links for the problem of
interest, and assign capacity values, using
a network graph to lay out the problem (as
is illustrated in Figure 7.2, in the example
below). It is convenient to identify nodes
with alphabet letters.
ii) Starting at the source, find any path from
source to sink that can accommodate a
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positive flow of material (or whatever the
flow consists of) . Only one path through
the network should be kept track of at a
time; it is not necessary to consider all
feasible paths for each iteration. The
smallest capacity value of any link in that
path will determine the total flow for that
path.
iii) Write down the amount of the excess capacity
that will be required for the total flow
along that path, for the link from the first
node to the second. Also write down the
letter-designator of the previous node in
the path (A, in this case). These are the
labels for that second node (B) , and are
noted next to it in vector form: (excess
capacity value, previous node letter) . Do
not label a node if the flow equals zero
;
even though a link exists there, no feasible
path exists.
iv) Taking the nodes in alphabetic order
(convention), continue labeling, taking in
turn each node in that path, as above.
Continue until the sink is reached. At the
sink, note the maximum amount (m) that can
be transported along this path.
v) Subtract the value m from the excess
capacity (in the source-to-sink direction)
for each link along that path. Add m to the
reverse-flow (sink-to-source) capacity for
each link. This process yields the "updated
excess capacity" value for each link, once
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that first path has been considered— the
amount that still can be carried along that
link, if another feasible path can be found.
vi) Return to the source, and choose another
path to the sink. Using the updated excess
capacity values, repeat the above process.
vii) Add the amount of flow resulting from this
new path to that obtained from following the
first path. This is the updated total flow,
ml, which is also subtracted from each
link's capacity, to obtain a new "updated
excess capacity" value.
viii) Continue this path-definition process, from
source to sink, until all feasible paths
have been traced. At this point, an optimum
solution for the maximal flow from source to
sink has been obtained.
f) Other calc ulation s that maj be made: See refer-
ences below, for details of these calculations.
i) Determination of the shortest route through
a network, from source to sink.
ii) Minimization of the total length of connec-
tions among all nodes ("minimal spanning
tree problem") , needed (for example) for
transporting goods which are used at a
number of locations along a network of
roads.
iii) Project planning and control, for which
events are scheduled along a timeline so
that scheduled project completion date is
met, at minimal cost.
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5- ACM EXAMPLE (Hypothetical)
a ) Situation;
i) A total of 25 fighter aircraft aboard a
carrier must be moved to the catapult area
and launched, for a combat air patrol (CAP)
mission.
ii) There are three routes along which the
fighters may be transported- One of these
is a direct route from parking area to cata-
pult, on the carrier deck. The other two
routes involve moving aircraft from below
deck, via elevators, to the deck.
iii) Based on accessibility and conditions of the
aircraft in their present locations and on
the personnel available to move them, ten
aircraft (maximum) can be moved to one
elevator area (node B) and seven to the
other (node C) within the alloted time.
Five aircraft may be transported between the
two elevator loading areas, in either direc-
tion (or both directions, if needed) , within
that timeframe. From elevator B, four
aircraft can be gotten to the catapult
within the time limits, and ten may be
transported from elevator area C.
iv) The maximum quantity of aircraft possible
must be gotten from storage to catapult,





i) Prepare a network graph, as is illustrated
in Figure 7.2, to describe the problem and
the initial information that is available.
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Figure 7.2 Network Graph Illustration for ACH Example
ii) Taking first the direct route (A,D), label
node D as (8, A). The total flow resulting
from path (A,D) is 8.
iii) Subtract the value of 8 from the (A,D) link
capacity value, leaving a remainder of 0.
Add 8 to the reverse flow valua (originally
zero)
,
yielding a value of 8.
iv) Returning to the source, A, trace out path
(A,B,D). The label for node B is (4, A), and
for node D, at this iteration, is (4,B) .
v) Flow resulting from this path has a value of
4, which is added to the value of 8 from the
first path traced, to get a current total
flow of 12.
vi) Retracing the path just followed, 4 is
subtracted from link .(B,D) f s capacity,
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leaving a flow capacity of (and added in
the (D,B) , direction, to yield 4). For the
(A,B) link, subtracting 4 from 10 leaves an
unused capacity of 6 for this link (and a
reverse direction value of 4).
vii) At this point, either the path (A,B,C,D) or
the path (A,C,D) may be traced. For
simplicity, (A,C,D) will be used next.
Labels at this iteration become (7, A) for
node C and (7,C) for node D. Total flow is
increased by 7, yielding a value of 19 at
this point.
viii) The final path (A, B, C, D) now is traced.
Labels for this iteration are (3, A) for node
B, (3,B) for node C, and [3,C) for node D.
It should be noted that the remaining excess
flow capacity of 3 at link (C r D) has limited
this entire path to a maximum of that value.
ix) The final total flow value is 22, when 3
aircraft are added from this final path
iteration. Within the time constraints,
this is the maximum number of aircraft which
can be gotten to the catapult.
x) The reverse-flow values which were calcu-
lated during the problem-solving process
were not needed, for this example. In other
cases, however, it will be found that
increased flow values will be obtained some-





a) Callahan, L.G., Jr., and Lovell, James. Graceful
Degradation of Air Defense Capabilities. ~~G"eorgia
TnsTiTuTe of Technology7~3une TF8TI TID No. B07 5
562)..includes a brief review of approaches to
weapons systems modeling, a review of network
methodologies, and a model of a battalion-level
air defense network.
b) Fakan, J.C. Applicati on of Modern Network Theor y
to Analysis ' of Manned SysTems. National
XeronauTics and Space Administration, October
1970. (TN-D-6034, NPS U 135276).
Network theory is used for describing man's
functional roles in a human subsystem. Human
parameters include heart rate, as a measure of
work output. A FORTRAN program is provided which
outputs time of expected task degradation, based
on input of human performance characteristics,
etc.
c) Lewis, Leslie, and Copeland, Melinda. Human
Performanc e Req uirements in C^I Systems and Tneir
Implications in ITysTem Design. "TE'W "BeTense an "3
Space Systems, RecToncTo" BeacE, CA, March 1983. (AD
NO. P0O0 890) .
The user interface with C 3 I systems is modeled,
defining cognitive processes as quantitative,
testable units. Techniques include the use or
networks to translate these processes into system
requirements.
d) Pew. R.W., and others. Critical Review and
Analysis of Performance Mo tieIs XppIicabT e "To
Man-HacKine SysTem ^valuation. Bolt, BerenaK, ancT
77ewman,~Tnc. , Cambridge, HAT March 1977 (BBN No.
3446, AFOSR-TR-77-0520, AD-A038 597).
Five network-based techniques for predicting
human performance are surveyed and evaluated, as
part of this 300-page comprehensive report. These
include the SAINT, PERT, and THERP models.
e) Pulat, B.M. A Computer Aided Workstation Asses sor
for Crew perations--WOS?AS. ITorTE Carolina StaTe
ITnT7ersTty7~Hay~T9"H77~tlD~!T0. A 116 045).
A network-based model which is part of the
Multi-Man- Machine Work Area Design and Evaluation
System (MAflADES) . WOSTAS groups activities or
tasks of a crew so that all job stations have a
fairly equal amount of work, in terms of time to
perform tasks.
f) Randolph, P.H., and Ringeisen, R.D. "A Network
Learning Model with GERT Analysis", Journal of
Mathematical Ps ychol ogy , Vol. 11, No. 1,~TT7W, pp.
59^7"D7
Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique
(GERT) is used to analyse the teaching and learning
process. when that process is represented as a
stochastic network. A topology equation for a
closed network is used to obtain parameters for
the teaching-learning process.
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g) Smillie, R.T. , and Ayoub, M.A. "Job Performance
Aids: Evaluation of Design Alternatives Via
Network Simulation", Ergonomic s Vol. 23, No. 4,
1980, pp. 319-339.
Network simulation is used as an alternative to
laboratory experimentation to evaluate different
combinations of job performance aid formats,
combined with the effects of stress.
h) Wortman, D.B. . and others. The SAINT Jser' s
Manual. Pritsker and Associates, Inc. , TlesT.
rafayette, IN. June 1978 {AD-A058 724) .
SAINT (Systems Analysis of Integrated Networks
of Tasks) is a network modeling and simulation
technique used in design and analysis of complex
man-machine systems. Systems can consist of
discrete tasks, continuous state variables, and
interactions between them.
See also Simulation Using SAINT: A
Dser-Orien ted Ins""Tf ucTion ManuaTT by TEe same
auTn"ors~PoIy 19T87~HFIU58 GTITT
7. REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Bazaraa, M.S., and Jarvis, J.J. Lin ear
Programminq and Net wor k Flows. New York: Jonn
Wiley ana"~*Sons, 1T72. "
Highly technical; requires much comfort with
mathematics to follow.
b) Bronson, Richard. Schaum 1 s Outline, Theory and
Problems of Operation s ResearcE. New York":
TTcilraw^ilT'Book Company, 19H2T
A brief but clear discussion of the maximal-
flow, minimum-span, and shortest route problems.
c) Daellenbach, H.G.. and others. Introduction to
Operations Research Techniques, Second* ~Ed"r"ETon.
Boston: A"Hyn"~i"" Bacon^ Inc., 1*?83.
An excellent introductory text; easy to read;
good sections on CPM and PERT techniques.
d) Hillier, F.S., and Lieberman, G.L. Introductio n
to Operations Research. San Francisco:
Holden^TTay . Inc. , 13T8U7
An excellent, readable explanation, with clear
applications of the technique to four classes of
problems, including CPM and PERT.
e) Wagner, H.M. Principles of Operations Res e arch .
New Jersey: PrenFIce-ITaTTT Inc., 1 975.
"
Several examples are provided— clever, but not
always easy to follow.
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D. DISTRIBUTION HODELS
1. PURPOSE OF MODEL/TECHNI QUE: Finding the least-cost
distribution schedule for transporting a commodity
between a number of sources and a number of destina-
tions, to meet demands from current inventory.
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS HE QUIRED OR USEF UL
:
a) Matrix or linear algebra
b) Logic and set theory
c) Probability theory
d) Descriptive statistics
e) Graphs and plots
f) Computer programming
g) Computer packages
3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing systems, where they can be considered
as a set of starting places and end points,
connected by paths.
b) Designing systems, in order to find the most effi-
cient path between points.
4. DESCRIPTION:
a) Model: A system or process is described as a
function of four things:
i) Sources , each of which has available a given
quantity of units of a specified, homoge-
neous commodity or product.
ii) Destinations, each of which requires a given
quantity of units of that same commodity or
product.
iii) Cost of transporting one unit of product
from one of these sources to one of these
destinations.
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iv) Variables , that is, the to-be-determined
number of units to be shipped between a
given source and a given destination. Basi c
variables are variables which are assigned
numerical (non-zero) values in the current
solution. Non
b
asic variables are "unas-
signed variables"; that is, they have a
value of zero (no goods are shipped from
that source to that destination, for this
solution) .
D ) Assum pti ons;
i) Integral units. The product occurs in
integer units only; that is, a unit cannot
be further broken down or fractionalized.
ii) Non-negativity. All variables exist in
quantities greater- than- or-equal- to- zero.
iii) Linearity . All relationships among vari-
ables are linear (contributions proportional
to values, constant over the possible range
of values, and additive) .
iv) Known constants. All parameters of the
model are known constants--have been empiri-
cally determined in some manner.
v) Conservation of flow. No product is lost
within the transportation network.
vij £c[ual suppl y and demand . Total supply and
total demand are equal. If this is not true
in actuality, either a fictitious source or
a fictitious destination is created to
provide or absorb the extra product.
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vii) Homogeneity, and equivalence. The product or
commodity is homogeneous, regardless of its
source or destination. All sources are
equivalent (as are all destinations) , except
for cost of distribution. Otherwise, we do
not care from which source any destination
gets its product.
c ) Strength s:
i) The procedure is simple to follow and
appeals to logic, so is easy to defend.
ii) The algorithm is easy to program for
computer use (see Daellenbach and others,
pp. 157-168).
d) Weaknesses :
i) The procedure of optimization becomes
arduous, if there are more than a handful of
sources and destinations. In this case, the
aid of a computer is mandatory.
ii) Degeneracy is a frequent occurance in the
distribution problem. This results in the
"stepping stone" algorithm going from itera-
tion to iteration without any improvement in
the distribution. See Daellenbach and
others, p. 165, or Bronson, p. 72, for a
treatment of this problem.
e ) Procedures : These procedures are illustrated
below in the example.
i) Set up a matrix or tableau (see Figure 7.3)
showing complete data for the problem:
sources and availability (supply) of prod-
ucts (rows) , destinations and requirements
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(demand) for products (columns) , and distri-
bution costs (noted .in the upper left corner
in each cell)
ii) Find an initial solution, via the "Northwest
Corner" rule. Beginning with the northwest
(top left) corner cell in the tableau, allo-
cate from the amount available at Source 1
as many units as possible to Destination 1
(up to the total amount available or the
total required). Write this number in the
cell. Thereafter, continue by moving one
cell to the right (if some product remains)
,
allocating units of product to the next
Destination. If no supply remains in Source
1, move down the matrix one cell. Now the
product from Source 2 will be allocated to
the Destinations, until it is all used up.
The procedure is continued until the "south
east" (lower right) corner of the matrix is
reached. This yields an initial feasible
solution.
iii) Test this solution for qptimality, which is
a function of the cost of this particular
solution for the given problem. To do so,
create testing variables, u (associated with
the "supply" rows; see Figure 7.3), and v
(associated with the "demand" columns) . For
each cell, the sum (u v) must equal the
cost value, c, for that cell. Arbitrarily
choose some u variable associated with one
supply row, and set it equal to zero. Now
we can set up sufficient (u + v = c) equa-
tions to solve for u and v for each column
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and row, starting with the basic variable
cell s. Note that some values of u and v may
be negative at this point. Next, subtract
both u and v from c, for each nonbasic vari-
able cell in the matrix, to find the value
(c - u - v) for cells that presently have no
allocation of product from that source to
that destination. Place this number in the
lower right-hand corner of this nonbasic
variable cell. If at least one of these (c
- u - v) values is negative, the current
solution is not o ptimal . A better solution
will be found by increasing the allocation
(presently zero) in the cell having the most
negative value for (c - u - v) . Place a "+»
sign in that cell, to signifiy that increase
is desired.
iv) Improve the solution. Identify a loop in
the matrix, so that the loop contains the
cell with the "+" and at least three other
cells all of which contain values for basic
variables. The sequence of cells in a loop
must be such that each pair of consecutive
cells lies either in the same row or the
same column (no diagonals), but no three
consecutive cells do. No cell can appear in
a loop more than once, and the loop must be
closed, with beginning and end lying in the
same cell. Increase the allocation to the
"+" cell as much as possible, while
adjusting other cell allocations in the loop
so that supply, demand, and nonnegativity
constraints are not violated. This results
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in a new solution to the distribution
problem. Prepare a new tableau showing the
solution (see Figure 7.4) .
v) Once again check for Qptimality , as in step
(iii) . If the solution still is not
optimal, repeat step (iv) . Continue this
process until a solution is obtained for
which no value of (c - u - v) is negative.
This solution will be optimal.
f) Other calculations that may. be made: See refer-
ences below, for details of these calculations.
i) Transshipme nt probl ems, with "warehouses"
available to facilitate shipments in two
stages, rather than directly from source to
destination.
ii) Assignme nt problems, where a given number of
candidates must be assigned uniquely to a
specified number of jobs (one-to-one) in
such a way that all jobs are completed in
the minimum total time. The Hungarian
method is the most efficient technique for
this problem (see Daellenbach and others, p.
175, or Bronson, p. 85) .
iii) Traveling sa lesman problems, where one indi-
vidual must leave a base location and visit
a number of other locations, one time each,
then return to the starting location.
Objective is to minimize the distance or
cost of travel (see Bronson, p. 85, or




i) A new cockpit is being designed for a
two-man fighter aircraft. The crew station
will contain several CRT-type displays,
capable of providing a wide variety of
information to the crew from a number of
sources. These displays will be placed so
that each is available for monitoring by
either crew member during a typical air-to-
air mission. However, it is critical that
each display be monitored, and that neither
crew member be overloaded with monitoring
tasks, which also include radio communica-
tions and visual out-the-window inspections
of the area.
ii) Task analyses indicate that the pilot must
spend 60!*. of his time in flight control
tasks, leaving 40% for monitoring the infor-
mation displays, etc. The radar officer
(RO) will be busy with navigation and weapon
delivery tasks 40% of the time, leaving 60%
for monitoring-type tasks.
iii) Five sources of information must be moni-
tored: a radar warning receiver display
(RWR), a tactical information display (TID)
,
and the air-to-air radar scope (RDR)
,
plus
radio communications (COM) and frequent
out- the window (0TJJ) checks of the surround-'
ings. Table 7 shows the percent of time
each must be monitored, based on analysis of
the mission (totaling 90% of available
time). Since it is desired to account for
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100% of the crew's "spare" time , a "dummy"
column is included for the remaining 10% of
the time
—
perhaps representing time to
stretch, scratch, etc.
TABLE 7
PERCENT OF TIME IBFOBMATION SODRCES HOST BE HONITOBED
INFORMATION SOURCE
BIB OTW TIP COM RDR DUMMY
MONITORING
TIME, % 15 30 10 10 25 10
._ _ ... .... _. .,
iv) Monitoring each of these information sources
is not equally easy for both crew members,
due to locations, to interference with
primary tasks, and to difficulty of inter-
preting the information. "Costs" or diffi-
culty values have been assigned to these
monitoring tasks, as is shown in Table 8.
b) Procedur es
:
i) Set up • an initial tableau for the problem,
using all the information that has been









OTJ7 TID COM RDR DUMMY
Pilot 5 3 9 1 9
Radar Officer 5 7 6 1 7
r
_ .
RWR OTW TID COM RDR Dummy
r
Supply u
jd 3 9 1 9
Pilot 15 —— 25 40 -4
rr IT 2 4
5 7 6 1 7
_pj
10 60RO 1U 1U £.3
-4
Demand 15 30 10 10 25 10 100
V
•
9 7 6 1 7
Figure 7.3 Initial ACM Distribution Tableau, First Solution
ii) The initial solution, shown in Figure 7.3,
is found using the Northwest Corner rule.
The pilot would spend 15% of his time moni-
toring the RWR display and 25% looking out
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the window. The RO would spend 5%, 10%,
10%, and 25%, respectively, with the window
monitoring, TID, radio communications, and
radar display tasks, and 10% on the "dummy"
task (unassigned time) .
iii) This solution is tested for optimality by
finding, first, the values of u and v, via
solution of the equations, (u + v = c) . For
ease of computation, u2 is assigned the
value of zero. Then, from the cost for cell
(2,2), v2 is found to be 7 (0 + v2 = 7, or
v2 =7). Similarly, V3 =6, v4 = 1, etc.
Now from the v2 value of 7 and the cell
(1,2) cost of 3, we can determine that u1
must be -4 (u1 +7 = 3, or u1 = -4). Finally,
we determine the value of v1 from (u1 + v1 =
5) : -4 + v1 = 5, or v1 = 9. Now we examine
the nonbasic variable cells to find the
values for (c - u - v) . For cell (1,3), (9
- (-4) -6 = 7), as is noted in the lower
right-hand corner. For cell (1,4), (1 -
(-4) = 5) , etc. Continuing the process, we
discover that the value for cell (2,1) is (5
-
- 9 = -4) . Thus we find that this solu-
tion is not optimal. This value of (-4) is
the most negative (only negative, in this
instance), so a " + " is placed in cell (2,1).
iv) A loop is now constructed (as is shown by
the heavy lines in Figure 7.3) , containing
the cell with the " + " (cell (2,1)) along
with the three nearest cells with basic
variables (adjacent cells, in this
instance). The most by which cell (2,1) can
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be increased is 5, in order to remain within
the "demand" constraints of 15 for the RWR.
Thus, 5% of the RO's time will be taken away
from monitoring OTS so that he can spend 5%
of his time on the RWR display. The
resulting new solution is shown in Figure
7.4.
RWR OTW TID COM RDR Dummv Supply u













Demand 15 30 10 10 25 10 100
V 5 3 6 1 7
. ...
Figure 7.4 Second Solution to ACM Distribution Problei
v) The optimality of this solution now is
tested, as above. This time none of the (c
- u - v) values is found to be negative (see
Figure 7.4) . The solution is optimal, with
the pilot spending 10% of his time moni-
toring the RWR display and 30% looking out
the window. The RO has no out-the- window
tasks, but instead spreads his time over all
the other displays and has 10% "free" time
to do things not called out in the model.
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c ) Caveat: This example points up the importance of
assumptions- For simplification, we have assumed
here (assumption (vii) ) that it makes little
difference whether each of the tasks is performed
by the pilot or by the RO, as long as the assigned
costs are considered. Thus, under the formulation
here, the pilot ends up doing all the out-the-
window monitoring, and gets none of the "surplus"
(dummy) time. Under the Northwest Corner initial-
ization process, a completely different allocation
of tasks would result were the RO assignments
listed in the first row of the matrix and the
pilot assignments in the second. Whether the
resulting allocation under this set-up would be
equally good is debatable.
'6. USED IN LITER ATUR E: No examples of use of distribu-




a) Bazaraa, M.S., and Jarvis, J.J. Linear
Programming and Net wor k Flows. New York: John
TJIIey ana^SonsT 1772":
Highly technical; requires much comfort with
mathematics to follow.
b) Bronson, Richard. SchaumJ.s Outline, Theory and
Problems of Ope rations ResearcK. Few York":
IcCr aw^ill-Book Company, 19B27
A brief but clear discussion of the transporta-
tion problem and degeneracy.
c) Daellenbach, H.G., and others. Introduction to
Operations Research Techniques, Second" ~~EcTITion.
BosTon: ATlynT Bacon, Inc., 1983.
An excellent introductory text; easy to read.
d) Hillier, F.S. , and Lieberman, G.L. Introductio n
to Operations R esearch. San Francisco:
"Holden-UayTTnc. , 1T8TJ7
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A good. general explanation of the transpor-
taion problem and related algorithms.
e) Wagner, H.M. Principles of Operations Research .
New Jersey: PrenETce-HallT Inc., T975".
"
Several examples are provided— clever, but not
always easy to follow.
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VIII. HODELS FOE DECISIONS
A decision usually is considered to be a choice among
alternatives. If there is only one solution or course of
action worthy of consideration, there is no decision, as
such, to be made. Instead, optimization techniques may be
used to make the best of the situation (as described in
Chapter VII) . Or descriptive models may be developed to
describe the situation better, and make predictions about
the results of taking that course of action (see Chapter
VI).
The various alternatives may be discrete, separate enti-
ties ("Shall I hire John Smith or Mary Jones?") ; or they may
be continuous functions (or nearly so) within a given range
("How certain should I be that an aircraft is unfriendly, on
a target recognition continuum scale, before I shoot it
down?") .
One factor common to decision models is the need for at
least one measure of effectiveness (MOE) and for some
criterion or standard for making a choice. The decision
model will not provide these; they come from the decision
maker himself, outside the modeling process. A MOE is
needed if we are to measure the "acceptableness " of a given
alternative. A criterion is required to tell us exactly how
good an alternative must be, on that "acceptableness scale",
in order to be "good enough" (in terms of money, time,
pleasure, etc.). This concept is called "satisficing" (as
opposed to the process of "optimizing", or finding the
optimum solution).
If no numerical MOES and cut-off criteria are available,
it still will be possible to rank alternatives. However,
subjective techniques then will be needed to choose the most
value-effective possibility.
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In the first section of this chapter we consider in
detail the models and procedures used in what variously is
described (with differing emphasis) as decision theory, game
theory, or utility theory. D ecision theory is the broadest
of the three, and may be considered to include the others.
Decision analysis is the basic technique used with these
decision theory models.
Game theor y emphasizes decisions where two or more indi-
viduals are in conflict over their opposing goals.
According to Raiffa [fief. 46], classical game theory
attempts to offer advice to each of the conflicting individ-
uals (a jointly prescriptive approach) . More recent theo-
retical studies have considered conflict situations from a
one-sided prescriptive point of view, with the goal of
helping one (and only one) party win.
Utility theory emphasizes the expected usefulness or
value of the various outcomes. Its major feature is devel-
opment of a utility function (usually linear) that trans-
forms payoffs (say in dollars) into a utility scale, based
on some useful value of each payoff (perhaps whether that
many dollars will be enough to pay the rent) . The resulting
scale is then used in the decision analysis procedure.
Signal detection the ory m odels are briefly covered in
the second section. These models already are used exten-
sively in human factors analyses, so are not discussed in
great detail here. They can be valuable tools in evaluating
the various outcomes of choosing different alternatives
along a continuum of values. Interested persons may refer
to the listed references for more details.
A. DECISION THEORY flCDELS AND DECISION ANALYSIS
1
- PURPOSE OF MO DEL/TECHNIQUE: Choosing one of several
well-defined alternatives that will meet an
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aspiration level, or predetermined criteria or stan-
dards of adequacy.
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS REQUIRED OR USEFUL:
a) Algebra
b) Boolean algebra
c) Logic and set theory
d) Fuzzy set theory
e) Probability theory
f) Descriptive statistics
g) Graphs and plots
3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing systems, where a system includes alter-
native outcome states, with varying probabilities
of occurance.
b) Designing systems, where a choice among alterna-
tive systems or subsystems must be made.
c) Evaluating human performance, when utility values
can be assigned to various levels of performance,





a) Model: A system or process is described as a
function of 11 things:
i) A proble m which requires that at least one
decision (choice) be made.
ii) A time horizon within which that decision is
required.
iii) The sequence of decisions which are
required, in a multiple-stage problem.
iv) A well-defined set of alternative action s
(decision variables) from which a choice
16 1
must be made, for solution of the problem.
These are under the decision maker's
control.
7) A set of events that possibly may occur
(future states of nature, or chance points)
.
If possible, these should be mutually exclu-
sive and collectively exhaustive. These are
not under the control of the decision maker.
vi) The probabi litie s of qccurance for these
events.
vii) The set of payoffs or outcomes (outcome
variables) which accompany these alternative
actions and events.
viii) The struc tural relationships, between
alternatives/events and their corresponding
outcomes, expressed as a mathematical func-
tion, if possible. The parameters of these
relationships are included in this function.
ix) The utility values or "expected worth" of
each of the outcomes. This may be the same
as the outcomes themselves. If more than
one factor is included in assessing the
value or worth of a given outcome, these are
considered multi-attribute utilities .
Associated with the utilities are measures
of e ffectiv eness (HOEs) , used to evaluate
the outcomes. This may be as simple as
"more is better". If more than one MOE will
be used, the importance of each should be
weighted. Then the MOEs may be aggregated
into a single criterion f uncti on (usually a
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linear combination) , which can be used for
evaluations.
x) At least one criterion or aspirat ion level,
which is used to determine that an alterna-
tive and its associated outcome will result
in a satisfactory solution.
xi) A payoff m atri x and/or a decision tree .
These lay out the above information in
logical form, so that the analysis can be
performed. A payoff matrix usually is
adequate for a single-stage decision
problem. A decision tree is required if a
series of alternatives and events must be
evaluated in order to reach a final outcome.
b) Assum ption s:
i) Steady, state c onditions . The system is in
equilibrium; we are considering a problem
that is not in a state of flux.
ii) Rela tionshi p validity. The choices open to
the decision maker may be adequately
described in terms of payoff values or util-
ities and their associated probabilities.
The payoff matrix/decision tree used to
describe the system is an adequate represen-
tation of the system, for purposes of
obtaining useful results.
iii) Ce rtainty , risk, and uncertainty. It is
possible to place the decision being made in
one of the following categories:
• under certainty: we assume that one given
state will occur, and all others have zero
probability.
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• under risk : we can estimate the prob-
ability of occurrence for each possible
future state, and two or more of these
probabilities are positive.
• un der uncertainty : we are unable to esti-
mate the probabilities of various future
states (although we can list those
states) .
iv) Known constants. All constant parameters
and utilities used in the modal are known
values, obtained through some empirical data
collection process (objective values) or
through logical deductions (subjective or
Bayesian values)
.
v) Mown probabilities and pr obabil itiy distri -
buti ons. Randomly distributed events can be
characterized by known discrete or contin-
uous probability distributions. These prob-
abilities may be strictly objective,
obtained through observations and measure-
ments (the limit of long-term relative
frequencies) . They also may be subjective
(Bayesian) , based on a priori probabilities
assigned by experts.
v i) Stat ionarity. Probabilities of events and
outcomes do not change with time, within any
one stage of a decision analysis process.
vii) Inde pendent alternatives a nd events. All
alternatives and all events are mutually
exclusive. Thus, joint probabilities may be
obtained by multiplying individual probabil-
ities together.
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viii) Logical consistency or coherenc e . Rational
beliefs and actions all are logically
consistent with one another, involving no
mutual contradictions. Note that coherence
is not sufficient to guarantee rationality,
but it is necessary.
ix) Ordering . It is possible for the decision
maker to express preference or indifference
between any pair of payoffs. That is, he
can rank payoffs in order of value to him,
or he can express no preference at all among
them.
x ) Linearity of multi-attribute utilities. If
several MOEs are considered in developing a
utility value, relationships among them may
be expressed as a linear combination
(contributions are proportional to values,
constant over the possible range of values,
and additive).
c ) Strengths:
i) The technique of decision analysis is an
excellent way to provide greater insight
into a decision problem, and especially to
open it up for discussion and conflict reso-
lution. It encourages scrutiny of the
problem as a whole, and forces the decision
maker to determine quantitative relation-
ships among the various parts of his
problem. New sources for gathering and
organizing information may be suggested by
the process, and new alternative actions may
be uncovered.
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ii) The structures of payoff matrices and deci-
sion trees provide a convenient basis for
communicating and justifying an analysis.
iii) The process can aid in identifying who the
decision maker actually should be, for a
given problem, once alternatives and
outcomes are laid out. The person most
affected by (and affecting) the system then
more easily can be identified.
iv) The decison maker* s preferences for various
outcomes can be separated from his judge-




i) Emphasis on the construction of a disci-
plined structure (payoff matrix or decision
tree) may divert attention from the value of
creative inputs to problem solving. This
analytical pattern of thinking does not take
advantage of other styles of thought, such
as intuitive, lateral, and imaginative.
ii) It is easy to oversimplify a problem during
its decomposition into manageable pieces.
This is especially true in utility function
assessment, where simple, contrived ques-
tions may be used to elicit relative values
in some usable form— when the values actu-
ally are much more complex than the process
would indicate.
iii) Analysing the wrong problem is a real
hazard. The decision analyst seldom is the
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decision maker. The analyst must take great
care to learn precisely the nature of the
problem being faced. Otherwise, he may
seize on some facit of the situation that
interests him (and that he can handle) — but
that is of no real concern to the client.
iv) Independence of variables is rare, in the
real world. It may be necessary to parti-
tion uncertain quantities into categories
that then may be nearly independent. Or
mathematical transformations sometimes may
be used (for example, using differences
between values rather than the values them-
selves) , which more nearly meet the require-
ments of independence.
v) Utility functions are not always linear, in
real life. A given risk when a person is at
one state in a system ("I'm broke anyway")
will be viewed differently than when at
another state ("I'm already comfortably
off"). Also, differences between utility
values usually express merely the rank of an
outcome, not the actual proportional
strengths of preference.
vi) Utilities are not comparable from person to
person. A utility function is a personal
statement Df an individual's risk attitude,
and cannot be aggregated with the utility
function of another individual without the
use of normalization techniques.
e) Proc edures : Not all of the procedures listed here
will be applicable (in this exact form) to all
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decision problems. The user must select those
that are appropriate to his situation, and revise
the steps as necessary. This general procedure is
illustrated below in the example.
i) Define the problem: what is the immediate
decision to be made? Determine that choices
among alternatives are required, and that
some measure of effectiveness and criterion
of a satisfactory solution can be found.
Check that the required assumptions can be
(approximately) met. Strip away irrelevant
factors from the situation and system.
Determine who the actual decision maker
should be.
ii) Set the time horizon which will be consid-
ered for this study. Hill we begin with the
situation right now, and look, at the next
two days? Or might we begin with hypothet-
ical states five years hence, and consider
the period of the following 20 years?
iii) Determine whether this is a single-stage or
multiple-stage decision. After the problem
has been laid out, will we make one decision
and be done? Or will a series of decisions
be made, each relying on the preceding deci-
sion? If multiple-stage, lay out the
sequence in which choices will be made.
iv) list the alternative courses of action open
to the decision maker. 3e as comprehensive
as possible; less useful options can be
eliminated as we go along. Remember that
"do nothing" and "delay the decision" also
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are alternative courses of action. Insofar
as possible, the alternatives should be
mutually exclusive.
v) Lay out the events that possibly may occur,
in their expected sequence. These events
will determine the "state of nature" of the
system by their occurrence. Decide if this
will be a decision under certainty, under
risk, or under uncertainty.
vi) If this will be a decision under risk,
assign probabilities to the occurrence of
each of the above events. These probabili-
ties should be based on available data, or
on some logical process of determination.
vii) List all possible outcomes that can result
from the above-noted alternatives and the
possible events. If possible, state these
in terms of payoffs—though not necessarily
in money alone. Remember that payoffs can
be negative as well as positive.
viii) If possible, express the relationships
between alternatives/events and their
resulting outcomes in the form of a mathe-
matical equation or other function. This
will be easiest for decisions under
certainty. A logical flow diagram can be
used if numbers cannot be assigned to the
various parameters, showing relationships in
time.
ix) Determine the utility value for each listed
outcome, based on the decision maker's value
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system. If a number of attributes of each
outcome must be considered in valuing it
(cost, weight, color, size) , this must be
considered a multi-attribute utility
problem. It will be necessary to add extra
sub-steps here to combine these into a
single, useful utility function—a process
beyond the scope of this presentation (see
References and Texts below for books that
cover this situation) . It is preferable to
choose one significant, numerical result
that easily can be determined and ranked
(such as profit or time saved)
.
This
utility value may be considered the measure
of effectiveness, or it may be some function
of the MOE (which then also must be defined
here)
.
x) Set the aspiration level, or criterion for
satisfaction, success, or usefulness, based
on the HOE, outcome, and/or utility values.
Early determination of this criterion,
before the actual analysis begins, lessens
the chance of biasing criterion point selec-
tion by knowledge of "what is possible".
xi) Prepare a payoff matrix incorporating the
above information (see Figure 8.1 for an
example) . The various e vents that may occur
are listed at the top of the matrix, along
with their respective probabilities of
occurrence. Down the left side are listed
the alternatives from which the decision
maker may choose. The body of the matrix
contains the payoffs which result from each
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pairing of alternative and event. The
completed matrix organizes the information
needed to make a decision into a convenient
form for beginning the analysis. If this is
a multiple- stage problem and parameters
differ for the various stages, a separate
payoff matrix may be needed for each stage.
xii) Check the payoff matrix for dominanc e. If
one alternative is as good as or better than
another under ail states resulting from the
events, the dominated alternative should be
eliminated from the analysis.
xiii) For a multiple-stage problem, draw a deci-
sion tree similar to that shown in Figure
8.2. In such a diagram, time moves from
left to right. A square box indicates a
deci sion point, where the decision maker
chooses one of his alternatives. A circle
denotes a chance p_oint, where an event
outside the decision maker's control occurs
(or its pre-existence comes to light) .
Branches and twigs represent the alternative
paths leading to the various outcomes--with
the outcomes themselves at the ends of the
twigs. Probabilities are noted along the
branches and twigs, wherever they apply.
xiv) The completed decision tree now is used to
determine a strategy which will achieve the
aspiration level or criterion set earlier.
If more than one alternative path results in
a satisfactory outcome, the first one
encountered may be selected or all
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strategies may be evaluated and the one
yielding the "best" outcome may be choosen.
ACM EXAMPLE (hypothetical)
a ) Situ ation:
i) A fighter aircraft is on a combat air patrol
(CAP) mission, protecting a carrier worth $2
billion. Replacement cost for the aircraft
itself and for similar friendly aircraft is
$25 million. It carries long-range and
short-range air-to-air missiles (each
costing about $1 million) , and also carries
an internal gun (negligible cost per
encounter)
.
ii) The fighter is equipped with an automatic
target recognition system which can tell the
pilot whether an observed aircraft is
friendly or hostile with 90% probability,
when in range. He also knows that 70% of
the aircraft in the area are friendly and
that 30 % are hostile, from pre-briefed
information.
iii) The pilot has observed an aircraft beyond
the range of his target recognition system.
He has four alternatives:
• assume it is a friendly aircraft and
continue his patrol pattern,
• assume it is an enemy and fire a long-
range missile at it immediately,
• approach closer for better identification
and use his short-range missiles on it if




• approach close enough for positive identi-
fication and attack with his aircraft gun




i) As defined above, the pilot must be the
decision maker, choosing one of the four
alternatives.
ii) The time frame for this decision is the next
few seconds, during which one of the alter-
natives (which are considered to be exhaus-
tive and mutually exclusive) must be
selected.
iii) This is a multiple-stage problem. If one
alternative is considered "to delay", a
second decision point will be reached. At
this point, the pilot must decide to use his
short-range missile, or to delay further and
use his gun.
iv) The alternatives open to the pilot are
listed above.
v) The events (world states) are:
• the approaching aircraft is either enemy
or friendly,
• the pilot either downs the approaching
aircraft or is himself downed (if it is an
enemy) . We will make the simplifying
assumption that, as a result, his carrier
is destroyed.
vi) This is a decision under risk. The prob-
abilities of the above events are based on
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the stage of the decision problem, as noted
above; i.e., the probability that the pilot
himself is downed is zero if he fires imme-
diately, is 20% if he delays and uses a
short-range missile, and is 50% if he delays
and uses his gun. The probability that he
fires on a friendly aircraft is 70% if he
fires now, 10% if he delays, and zero if he
waits for positive identification.
vii) There are eight possible outcomes:
• the aircraft is friendly and he chooses to
continue on patrol (cost: nothing);
• the aircraft is hostile, he continues on
patrol, and his carrier is attacked and
destroyed (cost: $2 billion);
• the aircraft is friendly and he fires his
long-range missile at it (cost: $1 million
for the missile $25 million for the
destroyed friendly aircraft = $26
million) ;
• the aircraft is hostile and he destroys it
with his long-range missile (cost: $1
milion for the missile)
;
• the aircraft is friendly, the target
detection system says it is hostile, and
he destroys it with his short-range
missile (cost: $26 million)
;
• the aircraft is hostile, and he has an 80%
chance of surviving to destroy it with his
short-range missile and a 20% chance both
he and his ship will be destroyed
(expected cost, based on probabilies:
[ (0.8) ($1 million) that he kills the
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enemy] + [ (0.2) ($2025 million) that he and
ship are killed] = $406 million)
;
• the aircraft is friendly, and he kills it
with his gun (cost: $25 million, except
this event will occur with zero
protability) ;
• the aircraft is hostile, and he has a 50£
chance of surviving to kill it (at negli-
gible cost) and a 505? chance it destroys
both him and his ship (expected cost,
based on probabilities: [ (0.5) ($2025
million)] = $1012 million).
viii) For purposes of this study, money will be
considered to be the payoff, with minimum
cost to be considered the utility value and
MOE.
ix) Aspiration level for this problem will be an
expected loss (based on probabilities of
occurrence) no greater than $50 million—
a
highly artificial situation, on the surface.
However, it is convenient for demonstration
of this technique.
x) Both a payoff matrix (Figure 8. 1) and a
decision tree (figure 8.2) are useful to
structure the situation for analysis
(although each shows essentially all of the
information—in different forms) . From the
matrix we can determine that none of the
alternatives exhibits dominance over any
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Figure 8. 1 Payoff flatrix for the Example Problem
xi) Although the problem could be evaluated in
several ways, it will be useful to use the
concept of expected none tary value (EMV)
here. Remembering that cost is a negative
value, we make use of the expected costs
calculated above for each of the eight
outcomes. The cost of that outcome is
multiplied by the probability of that
outcome occurring, to obtain an expected
outcome value. Then these expected values
are summed for a given alternative.
• do nothing: [(0.3 probability it is
hostile) (2000 cost) ] [ (0.7 probability
it is friendly) (0 cost) ] = -60 EMV;
• shoot now: [ (0.3 probability it is
hostile) (1 cost) ] + [ (0.7 probability it
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Figure 8.2 Decision Tree for the Example Problei
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• use short-range missile: [ (0*9 probability
it is hostile) (406 cost) ] [ (0.1 prob-
ability it is friendly) (26 cost) ] = -368
EMV;
• use gun: [ (1.0 probability it is
hostile) (1012 cost) ] + [(0.0 probability
it is friendly) (25 cost) ] = -1012 EMV.
xii) Making use of our aspiration level, we now
can see that two alternatives are satisfac-
tory: shoot now (at an expected cost of
$18.5 million), or use the short-range
missile (expected cost of $368 million)
.
c) Caveat: This example points up the importance of
choosing a good measure of effectiveness for
determining the usefulness of a decision.
Obviously shooting down a friendly aircraft is
considerably less desirable than cost/value alone
would indicate. Some multi-attribute utility
probably should be developed that would include
such concepts as morale and the loss of life.
6. USED IN LITERATURE:
a) Findler. N.V., Sicherman, G.L. , and McCall, Bede.
A Multi-Strategy Gaming Enviroment. State
UnivefsrE7~oT~TJew YorXT BuffaIo7 NY7~ March 1982
(GCS5-TR-9, GCSS-TR-196, AD-A115 380).
Human recognition behavior and machine
intellegence- oriented competative strategies are
used to study how decisions are made under uncer-
tainty and risk. Work on automatic analysis and
synthesis of strategies also is described.
b) Puscheck, H.C. "Seguential Decision Making in a
Conflict Environment", Human Factors, Vol. 14, No.
6, 1972, pp. 561-571.
A two-sided wargame simulation was developed,
to study game-playing strategy. Four decision-
making models also were developed, to play one
side of the game.
c) Rouse, W.B. "A Theory of Human Decisionmaking in
Stochastic Estimation Tasks", IEEE Transa ctions on
Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Vol. 7, flo 7,
t£7T7- pp. 27^-2817
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Concepts from stochastic estimation theory are
used to develop a theory of human decision making
that employs optimal stochastic estimators with
short-term and long-term memory models and esti-
mates tradeoffs.
d) Slovic, Paul, Fischhoff, Baruch, and L ichtenstein,
Sarah. Be havioral Decision Theory. Decisions and
Designs. Inc. , Mclean. VI, September 1976 (AD-A036
744).
A survey of the field to determine what is
known, what it is good for, and what else must be
learned, with emphasis on research on how people
do make decisions versus how they should make
decisions.
REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Bunn, D. W. Applied Decision Analysis. New York:
McGraw-Hill BooTc~Company7~798?7
A clear and complete short text on how to use
decision analysis techniques. Good section on
multi- at tribute utility problems. though more
mathematical than Raiffa's explanations.




Excellent continuing example used to demonstrate
the procedures. Includes choices under risk, as
well as those under uncertainty.
c) Sheridan, T.B., and Farrell, W.R. Han-Machine
Systems: I nformation , Con tori, and Decision H odel s
or Human Ferrormance. Cambridge, ffass.: Tie STT
Ffess7~T974, iyST7~~
Discussion of utilities. of dynamic decision
making, and of games, in a theoretical framework.
d) Williams, J.D. The Complea t S trategist. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book" Company, 1954.
This is the classic primer on game theory and
game strategy. Intended for the non-
mathematician, it is pleasant reading, while being
a comprehensive look at the uses of payofi
matrices.
B. SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY MODELS
1. PURPOSE OF M ODEL/TECHNIQUE: Describing the prob-
ability or percent of time that two classes of events
will be discriminated by an observer. A relative
operating characteristic (ROC) curve is used to show
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a cross plot of hit rate versus false-alarm rate, for
a given situation and observer population.
For example, a series of observers may be shown fuzzy
GET images of ships, in a laboratory, and told to
identify each as friendly or hostile. Their
responses are classed as: correct identification as
hostile (hit) , correct identification as not hostile
(correct rejection) , incorrect response as non-
hostile (miss) , and incorrect response as hostile
(false alarm) . The proportions of the various
responses under laboratory conditions are used to
prepare a ROC curve. This then will be used to
predict how good ship identificaiton performance will
be under real-world conditions with similarly fuzzy
images from TV system on a tactical fighter aircraft.




d) Graphs and plots
3. HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS:
a) Describing individual differences, such as the
relative proportion of hits, misses, etc.,
observed in given population groups, or individual
differences in sensitivity versus decision
criteria.
b) Describing systems, such as the relative propor-
tion of hits, misses, etc., observed in operators
using two different systems.
c) Designing systems, when a choice must be made
between systems, based on observers' relative
accuracy of discrimination with them.
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d) Evaluating human performance, where it is neces-
sary for observers to meet some criterion or aspi-
ration level which can be described and defined
easily in signal detection theory terms.
4. OSED IN LITERATURE;
a) Blignaut. C.J.H. "The Perception of Hazard. II.
The Contribution of Signal Detection to Hazard
Perception", Ergonomics- Vol. 22, No. 11, 1979,
pp. 1177-11637"
The ability of mine workers to discriminate
visually between dangerous and safe rock, condi-
tions was examined. Responses to stimuli were
analysed in terms of signal detection theory, and
results indicate that experience and skills
training improve performance.
b) Boone, M.P. "Subjective Visual Differences
between Geometrically Similar High- and
Low-Accident Rural Roadway Curves", Proceedings of
the 23rd Ann ual M eeting of the Ha man FacTors
5ociel27"BosTon7~MA7~T?757 pp. 2F7-27T7
"In accident causation model, based on the
theory of signal detection, is developed.
Differences in drivers' visual perception of
curves is used, along with driving experience.
c) Eubanks, J.L., and Kiileen, P.R. "An Application
of Signal Detection Theory to Air Combat
Training", Human Factors, Vol. 25, No. 4, 1983,
pp. 449-45 6:
Signal detection theory was used to study
changes in pilot decision making behavior as a
function of training time. Pilot performance was
separated into distinct and theoretically orthog-
onal measures of sensitivity/accuracy (&') and
response criterion (£)
.
d) Pastore, R.E., and Scheirer, C.J. "Signal
Detection Theory: Considerations for General
Application, " psychological Bulletin, Vol. 81,
Nof 12, 19 74, ppr~9TT5="S~5#7
The assumptions, procedures, limitations, and
practical considerations relevant to signal detec-
tion theory are summarized, and application to
cognitive processes is described.
e) Young. J.M. The Effect of Signal Inci dence Upon




An experimental determination of probability of
detection, as a function of signal incidence,
showed that the probability of detection decreases
linearly but remains finite, as signal incidence
is reduced and approaches zero.
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5. REFERENCES AND TEXTS:
a) Sheridan, T. B. , and Farrell, W.R. M an-Machine
Systems: I nformation, Con tori, and Decision ITocT eTs*
oxffuman Performance. Cambridge, ffass.: Tne MiT
Ffess7~T9 74. T9HT7
A complete theoretical treatment of the
subject. with a little information on
applications.
b) Welford, A.T. Skilled Performance: Perceptual and
Motor skills. GlenvHl, 111. : Scott, Toresman anH
Company, 7T76.
Clearly written, brief discussion of the theory




This thesis is intended as a primer for human factors
engineers who wish to understand and make use of applicable
models and techniques used in operations research. Nineteen
of these techniques are listed here. Seven are discussed in
detail, including illustrative examples related to human
factors and to military systems. The other 12 are described
briefly. Possible uses are noted, and sources of further
information provided.
An extensive literature search was conducted as part of
this study. It is interesting that numerous reports and
other publications had keywords indicating that operations
research and human factors were being combined. In actu-
ality, however, these reports usually involved one or the
other; rarely were both tied together. The logical pairing
of these fields was pointed out in 1970 by DeGreene
[Sef. 47
]
# yet little progress has been made in the inter-
vening years. And what has been done mostly is written by
operations research analysts, and is unreadable by most
(mathematically unsophisticated) human factors engineers.
The most valuable thing obtained from this study is
strong evidence that many operations research techniques
indeed can be useful in modeling human performance. Markov
chains, queueing processes, and simulations all provide
useful insights, along with linear programming, networks,
and distribution models. The human factors engineer is
strongly encouraged to consider whether one or more of these
might be useful to him, as he goes about his job of
describing people and systems, designing new systems, and
evaluating performance.
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Perhaps the most useful (and overlooked) techniques,
overall, derive from decision theory. These models are
relatively easy to use. Algebra and some understanding of
logic and sets is useful, but otherwise little mathematical
sophistication is required. Yet the straightforward devel-
opment of payoff matrices and decision trees is a marvelous
way to clarify a set of alternatives, and enable selection




Air Combat Maneuvering (ACM) : air battles between two or
more fighter aircraft.
Algorithm: a set of logical and mathematical operations
performed in an orderly, specific sequence, usually using
a computer.
Analogy: viewing a new problem as if it were an old problem
for which one has insight or a solution, in order to use
available tools.
Analysis: the separation of a whole into its component
§arts, usually in order to understand its nature and to
etermine its essential features.
Analyst: a person who uses the techniques and tools of anal-
ysis.
Arithmetic operators: symbols which indicate a process that
is to be carried out on two or more numbers or other
characters, or a relationship between them, such as + , -,
<, or an integration sign.
Continuous: variables which can take on a continuum of
possible values.
Descriptive model: a model giving a description of a system
or process, usually in mathematical or other symbolic
terms.
Deterministic: a model or process that give an "exact"
answer, that is, one that yields a number or numbers as
its end product.
Discrete: variables which can take on only a finite or
countable number of values.
Event: any subset of the set of all possible outcomes or
occurrances in an experiment, study, or any other process
being followed.
Exhaustive: enumeration of all possible states or events in
a situation of interest.
Human Factors (HF) : the study of human capabilities and
limitations in performing work activities, plus applica-
tion of this knowledge to design of equipment, facili-
ties, and environments, ana to the enhancement of
capabilities through training.
Human Factors Engineering (HFE) : a subcategory of human
factors which emphasizes design of equipment, facilities,
and environments to match the capabilities and limita-
tions of people.
Iteration: the sequence of operations (usually in an algo-
rithm) leading to a new ana (hopefully) better solution.
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linear: a "straight-line" relationship among variables, so
that contributions of the variables are proportional to
their values, constant over the possible range of values,
and additive.
Man-machine system: an entity consisting of human and non-
human components which exists to carry out some purpose
which transcends the individual purposes of these
components.
Mathematical tool: a mathematical procedure which does not,
in and of itself, answer a systems or organization ques-
tion, but which is needed in order to use an operations
research technigue.
Measure Of Effectiveness (MOE) : criteria of overall system
performance used to evaluate proposals and designs;
usually measurable, numerical values when possible.
Mechanistic: another term for deterministic.
Model: more or less abstract representation (physical, math-
ematical, and/or verbal) of a system or subsystem, used
to define that system sufficiently well to answer ques-
tions about it using various techniques.
Mutually exclusive: enumeration of a set of states or events
which do not overlap (are orthogonal)
.
Operations analysis: analysis of the operation of an
existing system; often used interchangeably with systems
analysis.
Operations Research (OR) : Application of the techniques of
the behavioral sciences and mathematics to models, in
order to make tradeoffs in, solve problems of, or make
decisions about complex problems (usually concerning
organizations or systems) .
Operations research technigue: a procedure that clarifies a
specific question about a system, condition, or event, or
that gives a quantitative answer to such a question,
through operations on a model.
Optimum: the most favorable value obtainable, or the best
possible solution to a problem, within given constraints;
one that maximizes some measure of benefit or minimizes
some measure of cost.
Paradigm: a model or analogy which is widely accepted and
recognized within a given field.
Prescriptive model: a model that prescribes a course of
action needed to obtain a desired outcome.
Probabilistic: a model or process that yields probabilities
of occurrance as its end product.
Programmable method: an orderly, step-wise approach to solu-
tion of a problem, laid out in a logical sequence (not
directly related to computer programming)
.
Quantitative: the degree or level of some quality or attri-
bute, including numerical values, probabilities, and
ordinal comparisons.
Sensitivity analysis: evaluation of how a given optimum
solution would change if input data values were changed;
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used to determine the range within which input values can
vary and still yield a satisfactory solution.
State: the condition or status of an object of interest, as
a result of its initial conditions and events which have
occurred subsequently.
Stochastic: a time-related probabilistic model or process.
Stopping rule; carefully specified conditions, used during
the iteration process of obtaining better solutions, in
order to recognize when the present solution is "good
enough", and iterations should stop.
System: an assemblage of constituents that interact to
fulfill a common purpose, transcending the individual
purposes of the components.
Systems analysis: the scientific discipline of analysing
systems by examining their component parts and the rela-
tionships among them, in order to solve system problems.
Systems engineering: application of scientific and engi-
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